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Liberalized pill proposal
awaiting administrative ok
Students will still be unable lo obtain
contraceptives at the Student Health
Center this fall, in spite of a proposal
submitted last May to liberalize the
center's no-pill policy
Although some people predicted last
spring that a liberalized policy could be
in effect by this fall if the proper authorities acted quickly enough, the proposal is still awaiting approval from
various University administrators,
including the Board of Trustees
The proposal calls for hiring a fulltime gynecologist at the Health Center
to prescribe birth control pills or other
contraceptive devices
I'nder the proposed program, any
student, married or single, could take
advantage of the service as long as she
is at least 18 years old No parental
permission would be required
The liberalized program would include a complete physical examination, including a pelvic examination
and PAP test, a brief educational program to explain the type of contraceptive prescribed for each patient, and a
follow-up examination

'Dane* to th« muw
' The freshman mi««r held in the MidAmtrkan Room last night gave freshmen a chance to mingle
and enjoy TOW b«fore hooding foe classes today.

THE PROPOSAL was drawn up by
the Health Services Advisory Committee and received full approval last
spring from Health Center director Dr
James Olms
It was then given to Raymond Whit
taker, dean of students and coordinator
of student services, who was to pass it

along with his comments to former
prnvotl l)r Stanley Coffman
At present, the proposal is being
studied by the newly appointed vice
provost for student affairs. Dr.
Richard F.akin
According to Dr William 1) Baxter,
chairman of the Health Services
Advisory Committee, final approval
for the proposal must come from the
Board of Trustees

should add a gynecologist in the Health
Center staff before H hires a psychia
trist
Statistics gathered last spring
indicate there is a real need on this
campus for a full-time gynecologist

He said the proposal will probably be
submitted lo the trustees by l>r
Michael Ferrari, acting provost, at the
board's Od 12 meeting
Dr Baxter said there is presently
some debate among administrators
about whether or not the University

University President Hollis A
Moore Jr. Monday criticized the
Milieu Plan for higher education-a
controversial proposal that would practically double tuition for students at
this University.
In his first major speech to the
faculty this year. President Moore also
described the financial problems that
would face all of Ohio's state-assisted
universities if the drive to repeal the
state income tax is successful
BEFORE retiring early this summer
as Chancellor of the Ohio Board of
Regents. Dr John D Milieu left
behind a plan for financing higher education in Ohio, which proposed that:
-Tuition at Ohio's two-year colleges
be reduced by 29 per cent, while fees at
four-year schools be raised by 90 per
cent
-A new state loan fund be esta-

blished, allowing students to borrow
from it to meet the cost of the 90 per
cent tuition increase The plan would
also continue the state's present
instructional grants program for students from low-income families

community colleges would cost Ohio
taxpayers millions of dollars.

President Moore pointed out that
Bowling Green's undergraduate fees
are already $300 above the national median for state supported institutions of
higher learning

AT PRESENT, it is uncertain
whether the tax repeal will be on the
November ballot since court cases on
the validity of some signatures on petitions to put the tax question on the
ballot are still pending.

"It is clear that increasing tuition
costs have a kind of multiplying
effect," Dr Moore said "Every
increase in tuition means a larger
percentage of students who need
financial aid "
Dr Moore said he disagrees with the
Milieu Plan because of "its attempt to
divert large numbers of students from
our existing universities-most of
which have vacancies in their admission quotas and residence halls-over to
community colleges not vet built."
Dr Moore said construction of those •

Senate thwarts
withdrawal bill
AseeekMe. Fret* Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate
yesterday voted down a four-month
deadline for withdrawal of U.S. troops
from Indochina and passed a $1.8
billion foreign military aid bill on its
second try.
The 45-42 vote striking the end-thewar amendment from the bill reversed
two previous Senate votes this year
On Aug 2. the Senate added the
identical amendment to the military
procurement bill, but it was lost in
conference in the face of a recent 208160 negative vote in the House.
On July 24, the Senate had voted SO to
44 to cut off funds from U.S.
participation in the Vietnam war but
then killed the foreign-aid bill to which
the measure was attached.
The aid bill was passed 46 to 41
Tuesday after adoption of an
amendment by Republican Leader

Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania increasing
its total from the $1 55 billion approved
by the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee to $1 82 billion
The amount still is $431 million less
than requested by the Nixon
administration and 1311 million less
than voted by the House
The bill now goes to a House-Senate
conference to work out compromises
on the money authorization, and a
dozen non-money differences.
VICE PRESIDENT Spiro Agnew
interrupted his re-election campaign to
fly in from Texas and preside in case
his vote was needed to break a tie on
the Stennis motion to strike the endthe-war amendment.
On the roll call 32 Republicans and 13
Democrats voted for elimination of the
amendment. 35 Democrats and 7
Republicans voted against the motion
to strike. Among the absentees was
Sen George McGovem (D-S.D.i. the
Democratic nominee for president.

The president said the University
will also face financial trouble if Ohio
voters decide to repeal the income tax

However, he said even if the board
approves the proposal lo hire a gynecologist, it could lake until the next
fiscal year i beginning next July i
before the University could find enough
money to fund the appointment
In addition. Dr Eakin said the birth
control issue "shows strong moral
overtones

Policy coverage outlined
Representatives for nine insurance
companies operating branch offices in
Bowling Green said yesterday that
their companies will continue to cover
student.- under their parents'
homeowner's policies even if they
reisler to vote in their college towns
The companies surveyed yesterday
were Aetna Life and Casualty. Allstate. Continental. Fireman's Fund
American. Hartford. John Hancock.

Moore criticizes AAillett Plan;
opposes income tax repeal
By Deuy Law
Staff Reporter

ACCORDING to the committee
report that accompanied the proposal
for a liberalized birth control policy,
the need for a gynecologist at this
University is clear, irrespective of a
contraceptive program
The single largest group ol medical
problems that require referral to offcampus specialists
i relates i to
gynecological problems, the report
said Hiring a gynecologist would
permit the Health Center to answer a

dear and pressing demand lor ade
quate medical services lor approxi
mately one-half ol the student body "
Dr Baxter said it is still uncertain
how the Board ol Trustees will handle
the psychiatrist gynecologist issue
Dr h.ikm said a psychiatrist and a
gynecologist are both pressing needs
at an institution "

and rewards which people have been
led to think would come from higher
education." he said
He said this apparent reversal leads
to the University's "principal dilemma
of 1972."
"We are pressed on one hand by students and selected employers
. to
provide more appropriate career orientation in our curriculum and in our
personal contacts with students." Dr
Moore said

If the issue is on the November
ballot. Dr Moore said he would spend
"a considerable portion" of his time informing voters about how important
the income tax is for higher education
in Ohio

"On the other hand, it is evident that
the number of college graduates will
soon outrun the number of jobs which
honestly need a college degree for successful performance." he said

"Out of approximately $5 and onehalf billion anticipated in state
revenues over the next biennium, as
much as $1.4 billion could come from
income tax," Dr Moore said

To strengthen student/faculty lies,
he encouraged faculty members to
visit residence halls to take part in
poetry readings, musical performances, and recreation activities.

Kemper Nationwide and State Farm
Only the representative from State
Farm Insurance, Jackson Miller, said
his company had only a tentative
policy to include students in
homeowner's coverage
He said State Farm probably
wouldn't make a final decision until it
receives its first test case from a
student who has registered in his
college town but is seeking
compensation under his parents'
policy
MILLER ADDED (hat his own
interpretation of the situation is that a
student who registers lo vote in
Bowling Green is no longer a relative
living with his parents and therefore
should not be covered by Ihe parents'
homeowner policy.
However, he stressed thai this is
only his own interpretation and not
official company policy
Questions first cropped up last
summer about whether students living
in one county but registering to vote in
another could qualify for coverage
under their parent's homeowner's
insurance policy.
An article in the July 1972 issue of
"AAA Motor Travel" said students
under 21 who registered in the town
where they attend school would not be
covered by their parents' homeowner
policies.
THE ARTICLE said when a student
registers to vote in the town where he
attends school, he declares himself a
resident of that town.
That means the student is no longer a
resident of his parents' home,
therefore his parents' homeowner's
policy no longer applies to him.
according to the article.
However,
the
insurance
representatives contacted here did not

agree with the article, basically
because they said they lelt the student
still had financial dependency on his
parents, or that the student is "away at
school" and lives at his residence
during the summer
Martha Rode, a spokesman for Aetna
Life and Casualty, said a student
registering lo vote in Bowling Green
"has nothing to do" with whether or
not a student can be placed on his
parents' homeowner policy.
Allstate spokesman John Jorden
said his company still maintains their
coverage on students "for the sake of
going to school." He said registering to
vole does not have any effect on a
student covered by his family's
homeowner insurance
Charles Barllell. a spokesman for
Kemper. Continental and Fireman's
Fund American, said a student
registered to vote in Bowling Green is
not disqualified from being placed on
his parents homeowner policy
He said the essential factors
considered for separate policies are if
the student intends to return home
during summer months and financial
dependency on parents
CARLEY SMITH, spokesman for the
Hartford Insurance Co Ohio Regional
office in Cleveland, said. "I don't think
it has any bearing whatsoever on the
policy; the student is still residing at
home in the summer."
Greg Jackson, director of the Office
of Voter Facilitation, is urging every
student to call his local insurance
company agent to see if he is covered
by his parent's policy if he registers lo
vote in Bowling Green
Jackson said he is worried students
will accept for fact stories circulating
that a student will not be placed on his
parents' policy if he registers to vote in
Bowling Green

"EVEN WITH the income tax
revenue, higher education has a battle
on its hands lo obtain the necessary
funds just to keep up with inflation." he
said
Dr. Moore also cited two primary
factors that are influencing present
educational policy.
This summer. Christopher Jencks
and his associates at the Center for
Educational Policy Research at Harvard University released a study that
directly attacks age-old myths pertaining to learning and environment
Dr Moore said the Jencks study concluded that it hardly makes any difference what educators do in terms of
creative teaching or curriculum
reform, since income differentials
depend more on luck and personality
iincluding drive and ambition) than on
the amount of schooling a person has
had
This conclusion attacks the assumption that the student's learning
environment is of the utmost importance and that equal education for
all can close the income gap
Dr. Moore said the Jencks study will
be important to faculty members as
well as administrators.
Dr Moore also cited the country's
economic condition as an influential
factor on educational policy.
"Nationwide, the drop in anticipated
enrollment seems lo indicate some
genuine reversal in the expectations

Practice

Loggint and Messina, a musical reck group, gel it together bockstoge before
their performance last night at the freshman mixer.

on the right

homecoming
One of Ike fint items on the social agenda for the year is the
Homecoming weekend
In the days of raccoon coats, goldfish swallowing and running
boards. Homecoming was one of the biggest campus events of the
year.
It was the fall kickoff and the beginning of the social life on
campus that all the college movies were about.
It was "alumni weekend" when graduates could return and
relive their own university days
However, in recent years at this University, the floats, the
queen and the rah-rah-rah spirit have not been so widely
supported by the rampus community
In fact, much of the apathy and protest surrounding the events
of the Homecoming weekend have indicated a general feeling of
discontent
In an attempt to determine the future of Homecoming, a
Student Activities Homecoming Committee has placed a
questionnaire in today's issue of The News
The questionnaire asks students to record their opinions about
what Homecoming should or should not be
It is in your best interests to fill out the survey.
If you've been griping about the irrelevancy of Homecoming,
you can have something to say about what you would like it to be.
If you think the tradition should bo completely forgotten, say
so.
Or if you have a better idea for the fall weekend, write it in.
It involves little effort on your part All you have to do is check
the alternative you prefer and turn it in at the appropriate place
by Friday.
Obviously the tradition in its present state is not winning any
popularity contests
Turn the questionnaire in and let the committee know what the
students really want for Homecoming

let's hear from you
The BO News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment cm any other letter, column in editorial
Letters should lie a maximum oi not) winds, typewritten We ask thai
columns be no more than four typed pages triple spaced
The News maintains the right I" edit .ill submissions thai exceed these
limits or with respect to the laws oi libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, en The BG News. IIW
University Hall
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u.s. exhibition in russian
By William F Buckley. Jr.
If you happen to be in the Ukraine, you
should not fail to visit the city of
Donetsk, a clean and orderly coal-min
ing center In the center of Donetsk,
occupying a couple of acres of space in
an indoor track gym. are 25 young
Americans, aged in their very early
twenties
Beginning at ten in the morning, and
ending at eight in the evening, the
Americans are on duty Two hours on.
one hour off
When they are on duty, they are
talking to the 10,000 Russians per day
who pass through the United States
Information Agency's current exhibit
called "Research and Development
USA" They are called "guides," and
they have in common their incredible
mastery of the Russian language, and
their extraordinary charm
A few of them came by Russian at
their Russian mothers' knees, mothers
who had emigrated from their
homeland But most got their Russian
from American college courses,
supplemented by study in the Soviet
Union
ALL OF THEM applied for work as
guides, a grueling three-month exposure
of five or six hours daily discourse with
Russian peasants, bureaucrats,
artisans, and intellectuals who file by
the exhibit ogling at the Pinto sportscar,
squinting at the oscilloscopes, running
their fingers over the Apollo 10 capsule
that circled the moon 30 times,
thumbing through the volumes in the
iei-hiin-.il library, chortling at the
scientific trompe loeil that has you
reaching to pick up an exposed coin
which under the benevolent protection of
trick mirrors evanesces from your
grasp -- it is all too much, and the
conversation tumbles from Russian
mouths as if they had been taking vodka
all day long.
What do they say'1 There is very little
that doesn't get said, in the course of a
four-week
exhibit
Probably
the
conversational favorite has to do with
the automobiles which, in Russia as
almost everywhere else among the
emerging nations, are the distillate ol
Everyman's fantasy
i
"How much does it cost'1' I beard ,i
young Russian ask. a little breathlessly
Twenty-five hundred rubles, the CO eil
smiles prettily Vnu leave the Russian
dumbstruck, because he has to pa;
seven thousand rublesfor an automobile
which could only be described as a 1053
Chevrolet manque
And he can only gel it by waiting totseven years, that being the waiting tune,
in Russia, for automobiles, breakfast
telephone calls, and just about every
thing except intercontincni.il ballistic
missiles.

SOVIET OFFICIALS put up with the
annual US exhibits, the must renowned
of which provided the backdrop for the
kitchen debate
between
Nikila
Khrushchev and Richard Nixon in 1959.
only because it Is their obligation, under
the cultural exchange agreement which
is renewed every couple of years, to put
up with them
That agreement gives the Soviet
Union identical privileges to mount Us
exhibits in the United States and also
grants the Communists i and this is what
they primarily want I the right to send a
few dozen students every year to the
United States, to mooch on U.S
technology
The hospitality of the Soviet hosts is to
say the least erratic It reflects,
however unsteadily, the temperature of
official Soviet policy towards the United
States.

The temperature ranges from below
freezing to just above freezing, and of
course there are Soviet meteorologists
who stake out their careers, not to say
their lives,
on forecasting
the
temperature, and suggesting
appropriate dress
The I' S exhibitors quite naturally do
everything in their power to advertise
their presence But in Russia there is
no advertising space in newspapers, or
radio, or television Therefore they rely
on such posters as the host city will
agree to display, and on the notices
given in the local press
AT THE afternoon opening in Donetsk
on Thursday I September 14) American

officials were tremendously heartened
by the splendid diplomatic and
municipal representation, by the movie
and television cameras, and the three
newspaper reporters scribbling away on
their pads like court stenographers
catching every word of the dignitaries'
speeches
Their combined efforts resulted in the
following story in one of Friday's
newspapers
Yesterday in the Donetsk Hark of
Culture and Recreation, named after
Sherkob, the exhibition Research and
Development in the US A ' opened
The exhibit director, Mr William
Davis, an effervescent, omnicompetenl
black US.I.A polyglot who speaks

German. French. Japanese and
Russian, and loves to whip out a
photograph of his 150,000 home in
Potomac, Maryland, in whose two-door
garage he keeps his Mercedes and his
wife's Chevrolet r| tell era 'Why
does my wife own her own car'' Because
she wants her own car. that's why she
has her own car'' " i, the three morning
newspapers piled on his lap in the car.
finally finds the little notice in one of
them - and he is alive with delight
We made it' he says triumphantly, as
if Clive Barnes had just published a fullpage rave Now he is confident that
word of mouth will oring even more
Russians into his exhibit, in Donetsk,
than he could possibly have hoped for'
WM«iiinHiiH«F»>wjS—mi»»«|ii«liiii

opinion

see what greeks offer
By Jim Mover
President InterfrateniUy Council
Hush pledging fraternities These
three words are seen by all Ireshmen.
some know what they mean and some
don I
\ fraternity is a group of men working
and living together forming a major part
ol activities at Bowling Green They
differ in size and activities but all strive
tu make their house the best on campus
Rush is a period of time where houses
are open for interested men to go
through and meet the brothers of each
particular fraternity The best advice I
can give about rush is to go through as
many houses as you can
I inn t visit one house and say.
Well that's not for me." Perhaps the
very next house would be the one for
Hill

EVERY HOUSE on this campus is
tliflerent and by visiting only one or two

you cannot get the true picture ot
fraternities here
The greek system has its critics and
some of these critics are men who
pledged the first house they visited,
became dissatisfied, and then blamed
the whole greek system It's foolish to
think that everything is perfect but the
only way to make the system good is to
work and not sit back and complain
Other critics have no idea what a
fraternity is really like and many times
they probably have never even stepped
foot into a fraternity house. The time of
hazing pledges and eating goldfish is
over.
Pledging and pledge programs have
really come a long way, especially in the
last two years. Instead of hazing, pledge
programs are stressing scholarship,
involvement, and service
Every
fraternity on this campus has made
changes for the better
The advantages of greek life are really
worth looking into In scholarship the

grade averages of greek men are always
above the all mens' average.
SOCIALLY YOU can meet many more
people sad have a good time doing it. A
fraternity is not a rich man's social club
You'll find that the money paid in decs
to the fraternity goes a long way and is
the best investment you can make.
A fraternity is a place you can come to
at any time and know that you'll have
friends waiting on you Look into
fraternities yourself
A fraternity is more than wild parties
It is a chance for involvement which
opens many different lanes of
communication
See for yourself what the greek
system has to offer There is a house for
everyone, but find the right one Your
four years at Bowling Green can mean
that much more to you if you get
involved in what the greek system has to
offer

orientation unorganized
Freshmen are usually subject to a lot
of confusion in then first davs of campus
life
A new atmosphere a combination of
lite styles and a new surge of independence provide the new student with a
new and exciting experience
To ease the student into this experience the University provides an
orientation program
According to the General Bulletin the
freshmen received, the program is designed to assist the student in his cultural and academic adjustment "
This year's orientation program was
aimed to be more innovative and
exciting than past programs
IN ITS planning, the orientation board
hoped the new program would stray
from the usual "which bars downtown"
or "should I pledge a fraternity or
sorority" questions and place an
emphasis on making the new student
more at ease with the University
At an introductory briefing meeting
last Sunday night, a member of the
orientation board told us il was an
orientation leaden that the purjHise of
the new program was to "break down
the different barriers a freshman would
have with himself or upper classmen "
The 3,500 freshmen were placed in 99
groups based on their respective

college affiliations, under the guidance
of 118 orientation leaders, selected
through interviews last spring
Ten resource leaders were appointed
to handle problems and questions with
the orientation leaders
The first day of the program was to
have consisted of a sensitivity exercise
in the morning and a television presentation in the afternoon.
But operations did not go as easily as
expected The purposes of the program
and the methods of control over the program by the orientation board were
inconsistent.
IN TAKING on any innovative or
experimental project, a high degree of
organization and foresight must be
maintained
Had the orientation board realized
this, the program might have reached a
greater number of freshmen more
effectively
Poor acoustics in the wrestling room
of Memorial I'all necessitated the
meeting of leaders transferred to an illlighted stairway outside the room.
The meeting of my group of leaders
with our resource leader was thwarted
when he failed to attend the meeting
Lastly, the door of my meeting place
with the freshmen was locked until the
maintenance man arrived minutes
before the specified time
The above examples are menial But
taken collectively they added confusion
and disorder to the leaders who were
attempting to lead freshmen away from
just that.
THE MAJOR problem of organization
affected the major portion of the
program—-non-verbal communication
exercise with the new students
The exercise was designed to
introduce a pair of freshmen preferably
of the opposite sex and assist them in
engaging in non-verbal sight and touch
operations until an adequate
relationship was developed
The participants were then asked to
extend this relationship to the remaining
members of the group, and a resultant
ease and confidence was anticipated
But poor communication between the
orientation board and the guidance

counselor interrupted the operations of
the session
The script for the sensitivity session
was designed expecting the equal male
to female apportionment Since the
freshmen were divided into groups
based on their college affiliation, an
overabundance of females existed in
education majors groups and an
overabundance of males in business
majors groups
THUS THE original sensitivity session
plans were interrupted
This discrepancy was not discovered until
Sunday night, and with orientation
beginning at 9 a m on the following
morning, the meeting was adjourned
with no solution to the problem
Orientation leaders were left to their
own discretion on what to do with the
new "planned" program
I cannot condemn the entire program
as a failure A series of typical classroom situations in which the new students could hear lectures by one of six
professors proved to be an innovative
and successful idea
But the failure of the orientation board
to organize a program designed specifically to introduce incoming students to
the University was inexcusable
If the program did assist any freshmen, it was through the spontaneity and
incentive of the leaders, who had to
decide overnight how their programs
were to develop

Jim Carey
205 Pi Kappa Alpha

letters plea
I
am
looking for female
correspondents through letters. I'm
510". 175 pounds, black hair, brown
eyes, stocky built. 27 years of age
I'm from Toledo, Ohio and now doing
time in Ohio Pen for unarmed robbery
I sure will answer all letters anytime
Tony Caruso No. 129125

P.O. Box 511
Columbus. Ohio 43216

wants respondents

VidfesUKdM
THAT LETTER YOU SENT OVERSEAS CAME BACK MARKED "NOT AT THIS ADDRESSRETURN TO SENDER"!

I am writing this letter in the hope
that you will help me on the matter I am
going to put before you.
I am hoping that you will put this ad
m your paper. I am now serving a term
in the ChJIIicothe. Corr. Inst. for an
unarmed robbery
I would like to correspond with anyone
who would care to write I would answer
each and every letter I receive. I have
blue eyes and black hair.

I spend all my free time here studying
and writing poetry and short plays I
love music, jazz, folk and such. I was
born and have lived my whole life in
New York State
I thank you ahead of time for your
time on this matter.
Eugene N. Taylor No 114-242
P.O. Box 5500
Chillicothe. Ohio 45601

Wadfwtrfay, iapmkm 27, Wft, TK. BO Nm/p^,3

Voter drive registers 382
The voler registration
drive conducted by the
Office of Voter Facilitation
Monday resulted in 382 new
student voters in Wood
County
The drive will resume
Thursday and Friday in the
River Room. Union, from 9
am toSp in
The breakdown for new
student voters included 180
off-campus students 162 onc am pus and 40 out-of-town,
according to Greg Jackson
director of the Office of
Voter Facilitation
Jackson said that questions have come up concerning cancellation of a
student's coverage in his

parents' insurance policies
if he registers to vote in
Bowling Green He said
company policies vary
"WE RECOMMEND that
each student who registers
in Bowling Green call a local
insurance representative
from their parents'
company and check on it."
Jackson said
f!e said the Office of Voter
Facilitation will also
notarize absentee ballots
Anyone who wishes to do
volunteer work as a notary
public should contact me or
leave a note at the Office of
Voter Facilitation 1325
Williams Hall)." Jackson
said

"The Office of Voter Facilitation will pay for notary
certification with the agreement that the notary public
will volunteer two hours a
day notarizing absentee ballots." he said
Jackson said requests for
applications for absentee
ballots are also available in
the Office of Voter Facilitation
"Students that registered
prior to this fall should
make sure that they report
any change of address to the
county in which they are
registered or they will be
disenfranchised." he said
Jackson said since voters
are not required to declare

their party when they
register, his office has "no
evidence that the registration is turning out any
special way for either
party"
The Office of Voter Facilitation did conduct a survey
last spring, following the
primaries.
concerning
student attitudes toward
voter registration at the
University The survey
sampled 1.000 students who
were randomly picked by a
computer
Results of the spring
survey indicated that 85 2
per cent of those polled were
registered to vote Of the
registered students. 8 8 per

newsnoTes
cians prepared to hammer out with
the British the thorny problem of
who will have security powers in the
troubled province

That left Norway with a
governmental vacuum, political
chaos and an uncertain economic
future

Plane crash
SACRAMENTO, Calif 1AP1 The owners of the K86 jet which
crashed into a crowded ice cream
parlor Sunday, killing 22 persons,
attribute the crash to apparent
mechanical failure
The pilot. Richard Bingham. 36.
of Novato. was in seclusion at Sacramento Medical Center, in satisfactory condition with a broken arm
and other injuries

Money measure
WASHINGTON 1 API The United
States unveiled a far-reaching proposal today for revamping the world
monetary measures to force
currency changes and an end to the
once-special role of the dollar
Under the proposal, more flexibility would be built into the system to
prevent recurring monetary crises
This would be done by allowing all
currencies, including the dollar, to
fluctuate widely from their fixed
values

Norway crisis
OSLO lAP)- Norway plunRed into
a severe political crisis yesterday
after voters elected in a nationwide
referendum to keep their country
out of the European Common
Market
Prime Minister Trygve Bratelhhis dream of taking his country into
the growing F.uropean bloc
shattered - announced he and his
cabinet will resign

Police found the body of a man
shot through the head in the predominantly Protestant eastern outskirts of Belfast after shooting was
heard in the area

Fighter planes
WASHINGTON 1 API The Penta
gon announced yesterday that two
squadrons of controversial F11IA
swing-wing fighter-bombers are
being sent to Southeast Asia after
an absence of four years
The planes, from the 474th Tactical Fighter Wing at Nellis Air Force
Base, Nev . will be assigned at
Takhli Royal Air Base. Thailand,
replacing four squadrons of F4
Phantoms of the 49th Tactical
Fighter Wing which will return to
HollomanAFB. N.M

Belfast killings
BELFAST (AP) - Another person
was killed in Belfast early yesterday as Northern Ireland's politi-

cent were registered in
Bowling (ireen
Of those who had not
registered. 14 per cent
planned to register for the
elections in the fall and 4 9
per cent planned to register
"someday"
Thirty-seven per cent of
those surveyed said they
voted in the November. 1971.
general election The "Voter
Bus which was considered
to be an effective way to
help students register, is
being discontinued this year
because of branch registration on campus
To qualify for registration,
a student must be an American citizen. 18 years of age
by Nov 7. 1972. and a resident of 1 his 1 state, county
and precinct for 30 days
prior to Nov 7. 1972
During on-campus registration students may sign up
to vote in Bowling (ireen. or
they may transfer a previous registration from
another county to Bowling
Green-thus eliminating
absentee balloting They
also may register through
the Wood County Board of
Flections to vote in another
countv bv absentee ballot.

Students who received a
partial schedule for fall
quarter classes but made no
attempt to add classes until
this week will still be
charged the 13 change-ofschedule fee
According to Roy Clark
Jr.. director of registration
and records, the fee is
charged "to try to throw a
little organization into the
system"
NEED to

know

Unionization attempts lagging
Unless the state legislature
lowers the boom by cutting state aid
to higher education or by placing restrictions on faculty salaries,
attempts to organize a collective
bargaining unit for faculty at this
University will probably be few and
lar between this year
During the summer, faculty
members at Ashland College ratified Ohio's first collective bargaining agreement between a college and an agent representing the
faculty Kfforts are also under way
to unionize faculty at BaldwinWallace College, and Youngstown
and Wright State universities
BUT, ACCORDING to Dr
Maurice Mandell. president of the
local chapter ot the American Association of University Professors ■ AAL'Pi, enthusiasm for

organizing college faculty members-now confined mostly to
smaller college campuses-has not
vet spread to this University
Last fall the state AAUP endorsed
the principle of collective bargaining for faculty, but as yet local
action has been limited to a few
faculty meetings that produced no
concrete plan to unionize BG's
teaching staff.
"You can find some individual
faculty members who believe that
collective bargaining would be
beneficial, but most of them don't
care to organize any committee to
really look into the issue," Dr Mandell said
Dr. Trevor Phillips, associate
professor of experimental studies,
set up a meeting last spring between faculty members here and
the president of the American Federation of Teachers at Kent State
University to discuss collective bar-

gaining However, only a handful of
faculty members met.
ACCORDING TO Dr Mandell.
collective bargaining isn't an important issue here because most faculty members are basically satisfied with their situations
He said faculty believe they already have a major say in policy
decisions here, so there isn't any
real need for a collective bargaining
agent to represent them.
However, he predicted that if
faculty representation in University
governing bodies was ever reduced,
or if the Administration began
issuing orders on salaries or
teaching loads without consulting
and listening to faculty representatives first, interest in a collective
bargaining unit here might increase.
Dr. Phillips said the faculty is already operating under an austerity
program, but since they all have

-

Rock N Shop
ALL 5.98 LIST LP RECORDS 3.70
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Th« voter registration drive conducted Monday registered 382
new voters in Wood County. The Office of Voter Facilitation,
,

Sign-Up

32S Williams Hall,

Vl\il

.: ■

Fifth Dimension "Greatest Hits'"

■

jobs and receive a fairly adequate
income at this time, they aren't
ready to support a collective bar
gaining proposal as yet
But he said il the state income tax
is repealed-a move that could drastically reduce aid to higher education-the faculty here would probably have to do something out of
sheer self-defense "
HE ALSO SAID if tenure policies
at state universities are ever
seriously endangered, the faculty
would be more inclined to form a
collective bargaining unit
"You have to remember that by
definition, collective bargaining
means there is a need to organize as
a group against another group (the
University administration 1 which is
regarded as an adversary." Dr.
Phillips said "But as yet. there is
no such adversary for the faculty as
a whole."

where we stand in regard to
class registration There has
to be a cutoff point." he
said
Persons receiving partial
schedules were permitted to
add courses without paying
the $3 fee during special
Saturday registration days.
July 22 and 29. by telephone
from Aug 14-17, and in person at the Administration
Bldg Monday through Fri
day. Sept 1-22.
According to the registrar's office, a full schedule
consists of at least 12 hours
of class time, regardless of
whether or not the student
signed up for more
Students who received full
schedules but decide to
change courses this week
will also be charged J3
CLARK SAID the fee was
initiated for two reasons-as
a control factor to stabilize
class enrollment and to
cover the cost of processing
Fee waivers will be given
to students whose schedules
were affected by a time
change or cancellation of a
class. Clark said.
"Waivers will also be
granted if a drop or add was
necessitated by action on
our behalf, not that of the
student." he said "They
(waivers) will be issued
through the student's college
office or through the Office
of the Registrar "

through the drop-add process according to Cary
Brewer, assistant to the
registrar
We arc going to hand stu
dents a number before they
go through drop add to
eliminate the need for
people standing in line and
to bung more control to the
system." he said
A time will be potted indicating when each number
will be called so students
will be able to budget their
time more efficiently,"
Brewer said
A LIST ol courses still

Doz.

FLOWERS

5.00

Arrangements, Dried Flowers,
Cut Flowers. Corsages
109 Clay St.

Near N. Main

352-2002,353-2802

provide

open In students will also be
potted at the drop-add location, he said
In addition a closed
course admission program
will be initiated allowing
students to submit their
names if they wish to sign up
for a class already filled
These names will be sent
to the individual depart
meats, which can then decide whether to open a class
to a larger number of students
Drop-add will continue
through Friday in the Dogwood Suite, Union from 8
am to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.

Activist to speak
Sunday in Union
I i.milii Doici, the Italian social activist whose nonviolent
struggle against poverty and Mafia corruption in western
Sicily has gained worldwide attention will speak here at 4
pm Sunday, Oet I, in the Recital Hall of the School of
Music Bldg
Doici, one of the three 1971 Nobel Peace Prize finalists,
will speak in 13 11 S. cities as part of a three-week tour of the
United Slates His appearanee here will be his second in less
than a year
THURSDAY IS STUDENT NITE

SI.00 - I II S REQIiREIi!

SUNDAY - OPENING Til. 3 P.M. - All! ITS si no

BRIDGE LESSONS
WED. NIGHTS-OCT. 4-NOV. 29
7-9 P.M. - WAYNE ROOM

■ ■lir.ni o~m wmti uio »MT COHOMMU
concm or ummv ■tMuMHtl
Air-t'ondilioned For Your (omforl
NOW EH / 30 9 30 S.IT * Sun 110 J bO S 40 / 30 1 30

YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING
UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN .

EVERYTHING*

Phone 372-2343
*

Dairy Queen bldg. on Wooster next to the Tracks - Open til 11

$

and

STUDENTS PLANNING
course changes this week
will need a number to go

Register U.A.O. OFFICE - UNION

LONG STEM
RED ROSES

question!

an absentee ballot.

$4.50 FOR 8 LESSONS
including Yes, "Close to the Edge'' Chicago V

will aruwer

information about the campaign, including how to apply lor

Drop-add fee also holds
for incomplete schedules
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By Kathy Fraze
News Editor
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R -SI'Uniterl Artists

PHI KAPPA TAU
RUSH OPEN HOUSE
TONIGHT - 7-9 P.M.

WOODY ALLEN'S
"EVERYTHING
YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO
KNOW
ABOUT SEX-BUT WERE
AFRAID
TO ASK-

NOW Irt '9 30 SJI « Sun 2 4 30 I 9 30

BURTQn IS
BLUEBEARD'

He did away with
beautiful women.
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Agnew, AAcGovern side

POW issue under fire
group who is attempting to
make a contact in behalf of
mainly themselves rather
than of the prisoners

By R. C. Nokes
Associated Press Writer
Vice President Spiro T
Agnew and Sen
George
MrGovern spoke out from
opposite sides ol the pris
oner of war issue yesterday
as three IIS
prisoners
headed home from North
Vietnam by way of China
Agnew accused the North
Vietnamese of
"using a
handful of POWs to raise the
hope of many American
families" and added, "they
are just exploiting these few
people for their own propaganda aims "
IV uid that if North
Vietnam is really sincere, it
would
deal with the duly
elected government of the
i nitcd states Instead ol with
even
dissident
antiwar

THE THREE prisoners,
who left I'.uioi Monday in
company of relatives of two
of the men and members of
i Is antiwar group, are
Air Force Maj
Edward
Klias and Navy Ms Markham A Gartley and Norris
A ('h.n Irs
McGovem.
the
Democratic presidential nominee,
said in San Francisco that
Nixon administration interference had caused departure of the prisoners
from Hanoi to be delayed
l.'e said the President is
afraid the men will tell the
awlul
truth
about
the
war-that it is the bombing

that keeps them in prison."
l.'e said that in the past
four years,
"the
Nixon
administration
has
done
nothing for the prisoners but
add to their numbers " Ke
said the government cared
more about preserving the
Saigon
government
than
about the release of U.S.
prisoners.
President
Nixon
was
making his first campaign
visit to New York City yesterday to open a new immigration museum on Liberty
Island, the site ol the Statue
of Liberty, and to attend a
"victory "72" fund-raising
dinner at the Americana
Hotel
DEMOCRATIC vice presidential candidate Sargent
Shriver was introduced to a

crowd in McAllen, Texas,
Monday night as. "The best
ambassador to France since
Thomas
Jefferson.
He
tamed the imperialist De
Gaulle"
In other developments:
-Thomas
W
Gleason.
president of the International Longshoremen's Association, said the union endorses Nixon
-Pollster Louis Harris said
President Nixon had a 28
percentage point advantage59 to 31 per cent with 10 per
cent undecided-over Sen
McGovern in a poll conducted
Sept
19-21

University Hall saw mere than in (hare of excitement yesterday at various

Information

areupt on

campus authored

organisations,

exchange

distributed

talk

was

to present information

exchanged,

questions

on

their particular

asked

ond

leaflets

but soon the corridor was back to its original state with only

empty tables lining the quiet hall.

Make room for one more ID
Beginning Oct.
15.
a
student II) won't get a
person anywhere unless he
has an additional card to
verify his enrollment in the
University.
Tom
Bamburowski,
a
spokesman
for
the
registrar's
olfice,
said

verification cards will be
sent to all students who have
paid their fees for fall
quarter
as
soon
as a
computer
check
on
payments
has
been
completed
The
which

verification cards,
will be about the

same size as student IDs.
must be presented whenever
a student uses his III to take
advantage
of
various
University services
BAMBUROWSKI
said
that Includes checking out
books
at
the
Library.
cashing personal checks at
the Union or the bursar's
office, purchasing student
ticket books for athletic
events, gaining admittance
to campus
movies or
charging purchases at the
University Bookstore

Bamburowski
said
the
University will be issuing
the verification cards to cut
down on the number of
persons who have dropped
out of school
or
have
graduated but still use their
IDs to take advantage of
services reserved for students

deadline will probably have
to wait until a week or two
after classes
begin
to
receive their verification
cards.
Although the new system
will force students to carry
still another card in their
wallets, Bamburowski said
his office decided it would
be easier to send students
new verification cards every
quarter rather than asking
them to come in each term
to have their IDs punched
or stamped to verify their
enrollment

TRUCKIN...TO
'little
Pleasures'' Tax repeal supporters
124 N MAIN
B.G.

Posters

Candles

Bedspreads

Incense

Fish Nets

Cards

Beaded Curtains

Plants

Verification cards will be
re-issued each quarter as
soon as possible after the
deadline for fee payments
Bamburowski said students
who pay their fees after the

win two petition battles
COLUMBUS
(API
Income tax repeal forces
won two major battles in
Cincinnati yesterday and
Secretary of State Ted W

HO POlltlCAl ADVlHTISIMINl

REMINDER:

REGISTER TO
VOTE

Brown said he would certify
today the issuance of supplemental
petitions to tax
repeal supporters.
They will be given 10 days
from Thursday to make up
the some 20.000 signatures
short of the 318.414 necessary to put the issue on the
Nov. 7 ballot.
Actually. Brown said, they
could get as much as 14 days
since his office will be
closed at the end of the 10day period, a Saturday. The
following Monday, Oct 10, is
Columbus Day. a legal holiday
"To avoid any legal complications we would advise
them to gel them in by Friday or Saturday Oct. 6-7,"

THURSDAY, SEPT. 28
FRIDAY, SEPT. 29

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
3rd Floot River Room
University Union

John Gerry
Joins Bigelow
Music Shoppe

FRANKLIN RADELOFF
CANDIDATE FOR RE ELECTION AS

James Marsh. Brown s legal
counsel, said
Brown said he could make
arrangements to accept the
supplemental petitions on
Saturday, adding. "I expect
they'll have them ready by
Friday."

Draft notice
All male students are
reminded
that
the
Registrar's Office will not
inform local draft boards of
any student's
status with
the University
unless the
student personally requests
that the office release such
information.
Anyone
desiring
such
notification to his draft
board should contact the
Registrar's Office in the
Administration
Bldg
as
soon as possible.

SAVE!

WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER
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WHEN YOU BUY A BIG SHEF;
FRIES AND ANY DRINK!

John Gerry

When you buv a Big Shef. fries and a dunk.
■ throw the plate away

it's vout free

I lying Saucer1 So f;rt down to
Buigei Chel today
free Flying Saucei

Syr.

get your
and

' there and let it IIv*
.1

'

I

SPORT CITY U.S.A.!

r

I
I
I
I
I
I

Clip this coupon
This coupon

entitles

the

holder

to

receive a free Flying Saucer with the
purchase ol a Big Shef, fries and any
drink at Bowling Green Burger Chef.
Offer good while supply lasts

Li

T
I
I
I
I
I
I
-I

Connie makes a grand stand
sports play at Lasalle's with a
winning team of sport spectaculars! Get in on the action and have
yourself a fine 'ol time this fashion
fall! Shown are just 2 from our
fantastic collection.
A. Runabout in brown, black and

48

combination camel and green suede...

BURGERCHEF
510 E. Wooster in
Bowling Green

B.Jason tan, blue or
black suede

$

17

5V&-10B; 7-9,10AA;

fvfy LASAJJLETS

Bigelow Music Shoppe is
proud to announce thai John
(lorry has joined their staff of
teachers and will be available
for guitar lessons
Mr. (Jerry is one of the finest guitar teachers in the Vnited States and teaches any
style of guitar playing He has
an excellent educational and
experience background for
teaching
Although he has had a number of different experiences as
a performer and entertainer.
John sees himself primarily as
a teacher of guitar As an entertainer, he made 2 European tours He has been associated with Hospe Music
Co . of Omaha and has carried a studio load of 55 private
students His previous 3 year
teaching load was 70 students
before moving to Omaha
He has conducted classes in
folk guitar and beginning guitar While leaching at a college, he conducted a course in
sociology of popular music
Mr Gerry has been active in
playing in worship services in
various denominations and has
conducted several workshops
on the use of the guitar in worship services
Make arrangements now for
private or group lessons

BIGELOW
Music Shoppe
"'Everything Musical''
lit E. Woosier. Bowliaf Grace
PHONE 1S3-7M3

YOUR MQUIST »0» QUOTA
TION RITURNID SAM! D«>
»ACTORY MAUD CARTONS
GUARANTIED AND INSURIO

L JAVl ON NAMI RRAND1 UK!
r A DC
KIM
• 1
SMURI
DYNACO
KOtt
AND MORI THAN 50 OTMIRS
IUY THI MODIRN WAY
■ Y MAIL—'ROM

■Q

FOR SPECIAL COLLEGE RATES
Department C
1019 North Dearborn Street
Chicago lllinoit 6O610
LV
31? 664 0020
A

^Dinner Dales"

"I caa't talk aaymore m,
Alice...George is moons to
get lo Pctll't lor HOI ml
Mama Penl'i Lasagaa!"

ALPINE VILLAGE

dewetewa lowfao, Grace

W.dn..doy, S.pl.mb.. 27, 1*71, Ih. %G N.wt/Po». 5

Four bestowed

Directs appeal at U.S.

teaching honors

L/.N. seeks Viet war end

Four faculty members
received
Distinguished
Teaching Awards Monday at
the first faculty meeting of
the 1972-73 academic year
Selected
for
the
University's
highest
teaching honors were Dr
Donald D Simmons. Dr. J
Robert
Bashore.
Dr
Michael J Flys and Dr
Keith Doellinger
The
awards
were
established four years ago
by the
Bowling Green
Parents
Club
to
honor
outstanding teachers in each
of the three undergraduate
colleges
Club membersparents
of
currently
enrolled students-annually
donate funds for the awards
Dr
Simmons and Dr
Doellinger each received
Sl.OOO-the full value of the
awards
Dr Bashore and
Dr Flys shared the award
from the College of Arts and
Sciences, and received 1500
each
Dr Simmons, who began
teaching at the University in
1967. was the top faculty
choice in the College of
Business
Administration,
where he is an assistant
. professor of business law
Dr Doellinger who is in
his second year here, was
named
the
outstanding
teacher in the College of
Education A specialist in
teaching educational media
courses, he is a 1948 Iowa
State University graduate
and earned his masters and

UNITED NATIONS. N Y
I AH I - The Soviet Union
called on the United States
yesterday to stop the aggressive war in Vietnam,
cease the bombing,
the
mining, the blockade
and
pull out all its troops
Foreign Minister Andrei
A (Jromyko told the U N
General
Assembly
that
North Vietnam's "staunchness will not be broken "

doctorate at the University
of Iowa
For the first time since
the Distinguished Teacher
Awards were established,
students
cited
two
professors-Dr Bashore and
Dr Flys-- from the same
college.
A professor in the English
department. Dr
Bashore
has been at the University
for the past 24 years He is a
1947
graduate of
the
University
of Wisconsin,
received his masters from
Bowling Green in 1948 and
earned his doctorate at
Wisconsin in 1959
Dr
Flys. professor of
romance
languages,
developed the University's
first study abroad program
in 1965 when 25 students
spent a semester in Spain
Since then, study abroad
programs have been added
in several other language
areas

Rummy
break

Susan RohUrt. left, tophomor* (Ed.), and Helm Acker relax
ovar a gam* of rummy in th« lunch room of Ih* Commuter
Confer.

Grants top 70-71 total
Nearly
$2 5
million
sponsored
grants
and
contracts were awarded to
the University during the
1971-72 fiscal year
The total represents an
increase of (230.000 over
funds awarded during 197071.
Helping raise the total
were $558,967 in grants and

contracts received in the
three-month period
from
April 1 to June 30

chairman ol the economics
department

INCLUDED
in
this
amount was a grant of
$111,460 for the Upward
Bound and Bridge programs
held this summer and a
$46,225
grant
from
the
Rockefeller Foundation to

The
National
Science
Foundation also awarded a
research grant o( $46,000 to
Dr Irwin 1 Osier, professor
of biology
During
the
year,
the
University received federal
and private funds totaling

Dr

$507,832

Bevars

D

Mabry.

for

research,

as

Spreitzer to take
grod school post
Dr. Elmer A Spreitzer,
associate professor of sociology, has been named assistant dean of the Graduate
, .School.
Dr. Spreitzer graduated
magna cum laude with a
bachelors degree from John
Carroll University in 1962
He holds a master's degree
from Case Western Reserve
University and a Ph.D. from
Ohio State University.
From 1963-65 he served as
an instructor in the depart-

He joined the BGSU faculty in 1970. He has served on
the sociology department
graduate committee and the
National Science Foundation
Institutional Grants committee. He has also been a
graduate student advisor.

Tropical Fish and Supplies
at Reasonable Prices

The federal government
donated $671,013 for student
aid and $216,265 was given
for development

BEER

ment of sociology at John
Carroll, and from 1968-69
was an assistant professor
for research in Ohio State's
physical medicine department.

well as grants and contracts
of $296,529 for sponsored
institutes and workshops
Public service programs
received $765,734 and $35,704
was donated for salary and
equipment

HOT DOGS

HOT DOG

Gromyko condemned as
criminal
the
Palestinian
commandos' Munich massacre of Israeli athletes, but
he supported the just slrug
gle ol the Arab people of
Palestine for the restoration
of their inalienable rights
He submitted a resolution
to
have
the
assemblydeclare "the renunciation ol
the use of force and the
permanent prohibition of
nuclear weapons" on behall
of all 132 members

THE
RESOLUTION
would also have the Security
Council mandate all U N
members to respect the
declaration
On Indochina the Soviet
diplomat said
"One can only wonder why
the one and only correct eoni l ii-.on has still not been
drawn, namelv
that the

Vietnamese people
bedeleated "

cannot

Gromyko said a way out
could
be
found
only
through serious negotiations
lor which a constructive
basis had been provided by
this month's Pans peace
proposals ol North Vietnam
and the Viet Cong

Sha-Na-Na heads
homecoming show
Sha-Na-Na. the widely-known novelty act famous lor its
revival of rock and roll music from the 50 s. will be
appearing at Memorial I'all on Thursday evening October
26. as part of the 1972 Homecoming festivities
According to William J Martin, program director lor the
Union Activities Organization fUAOl, the O'Jays a soul
group from Canton, will open the Homecoming concert at 9
p in
Tickets are $3 lor general admission and J3 5*1 tor reserve
seats and will be on sale October IH al the box office on the
first door of the Union

BG's Finest and Largest
selection of
Imported and Domestic Wines
Special r GpSI 8 pk. 16 oz. Bottles /i/ p/u$c*»posn

also try new Boones Farm Wild Mountain Grape
WE HAVE ONE Of THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF BEER AND WINE AVAILABLE AT

RACKETEERS
New Dairy Queen Bldg., Wooster

9 a.m.-12 p.m.

WELCOME FALCONS
From

HAMBLIN

CHILI DOGS

"FOOD TO FIT
YOUR BUDGET"
HR 10 A.M.- 1 P.M. DAILY

999 SOUTH MAIN ST.

SOUPS

PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING
& Coin-Op Laundry
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS

LIGHT
LUNCHES

1.

T,

' 11

Village Aquariums
Kellogg Road
Tontogany, Ohio
Next to Sunset Nite Club
Seven miles northwest of B.G.

THE WOOD COUNTY REPUBLICANS
WELCOME YOU TO BOWLING GREEN
BE A CONCERNED CITIZEN
REGISTER AND VOTE

IF YOU ARE REGISTERED AT HOME
MAKE APPLICATION FOR ABSENTEE BALLOTS NOW!
at 3?0 Williams Hall or Wood County Young Republicans. 241 N Main Street
Robert Barber, Chr. Etc. Com. Wood Co. Rep.
W. River Road, Perrysburg, 0.

Free Parking Front & Rear

Dominos Welcomes Back
Old Friends
Be a Dominos Pizza Lover

PIZZA
Pius

' 5 Yeai Warranty

The downtown Student Service Center is loaded with RCA Black and White
as well as color TV's
As usual all products are backed by RJ's dependable service There's something new at RJ's. - A stereo room. Come in and hear some great sounds

• Free Delivery
D & H TRAVEL TRAILERS, INC.
18741 MERCER RD. 354-4022

2 Free Cokes

Weekdays Til 9 p.m. Saturdays Til S p.m.

' Easy to Clean

' Egg & Buttei Storage

353-4673

LARGE CHEESE

$85

' Freezing Unit with Ice Trays

fcf^|iriff

- FAST SHIRT SERVICE -

ONLY

" Auto Temp Contiol

A.

Our free delivery service is quick and hot so mm max.

-BUY A 2 CUBIC
FOOT NORCOLD
REFRIGERATOR FOR

' Thin wall insulation providing more loom

mm ft

(River Room, Student Union 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM)

VOL tlHTEER to help reeled the PRESIDENT! Contact Campus Young Republicans

WHY RENT A
REFRIGERATOR?

-U-L

Register: On Campus Monday Sept. 25th, Thursday 28th & Friday 29th.

At the Board of Elections, 500 Lehman Ave. until Oct. 10th.

l-9P.M.Mon.-Sat.

1!

Hour
Cleaning
Service

all lor Z-UU
Call the Domino Pizza People

Open 9-9:00 Daily
9-5:00 Sat.

352-5221

309 S. MAIN - 353-2291

Stadium Plaza
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No new courses created

Afro-American major offered
A major and minor in
Afro-American studies will
be offered to University students beginning this quarter,
according to Dr. Robert L
Perry, director of ethnic
studies
The program, the result of
year-long preparation and
investigation by the ethnic
studies staff, was recommended for several reasons,
including:
-TO PROMOTE human
relations and understanding
among ethnically different
students.
•-To benefit students who
plan careers in social work,
who are seeking an ethnic
identity, who are researchoriented:
-To assist development
and preparation of black and
white community leaders:
-To help prepare students
in the areas of urban problems for work in city and
social planning:
-To benefit students who

will teach in areas of highly
concentrated black populations
"Basically the program is
just an ethnic approach to
American
studies -what s
happening
in America
through the eyes of one
group," Perry said
FIFTY COLLEGES and
universities
were asked
about their Afro-American
study programs and the
problems involved, he said
Then the ethnic studies
staff surveyed departments
at the University about
attitudes toward creating
such a program here, what
faculty were available to
teach courses and what
courses were already
offered
According to Dr Perry,
no new courses have been
created for the Afro-American studies major Instead,
a list of 46 recommended
courses has been compiled

from courses already
offered
The program will be
"interdisciplinary and interdepartmental,"
meaning
that students will take
courses offered by several
departments
Students will concentrate
their studies in history,
sociology, economics, political science,
English,
psychology or speech. A
minimum of 30 quarter
hours in the area of
concentration and 16 hours
of seminar or independent
study during the senior year
are required
The independent study requirement can be met by
conducting a research
project or field work For
example, a
student
concentrating in political
science could be assigned to
work with the Black Caucus
in Washington, D.C.
AT LEAST 22 additional

quarter hours in related
fields will also be required.
A lilt of courses that could
be instituted in the future as
part of the Afro-American
studies program was compiled by the staff of ethnic
studies. It includes "The
Psychology of Interracial
Relations,"
"Minority
Business and Economics"
and "Seminar in Black Protest Movements."
When the tint AfroAmerican studies programs
were started several years
ago, many universities were
ill-prepared, without necessary libraries, funding or
faculty, Dr. Perry said
"They did it as a result of
political pressures from students: they did it to keep
down problems."
Dr. Perry said that he and
his staff approached the establishment of an AfroAmerican studies major and
minor at the University as
an academic question, not a

CAMPUS FLICKS & CARTOONS
9/29/72
FRIDAY

MAN CALLED HORSE
6, 8:30 AND 11:00

political one, "so it wouldn't
be at threatening to
people."
HE EXPECTS a minimum of Ml students to begin
studies for the major this
year.
The ethnic studies staff is
also developing a cross
cultural major and minor in
ethnic studies to include
studies of the American
Indian, Chicanos, AfroAmericans and the American Oriental.

Someone
cares

Employee discounts kept
tions of this "differential ticket pricing."

President Hollis A Moore
Jr has temporarily turned
down Budget Council's recomendation to eliminate the
10 per cent discount on faculty and staff tickets for athletic events, bookstore supplies, concerts, theater productions and other cultural
events
In a letter dated August 15.
1972. Dr Moore said he
would like Budget Council to
explore the full ramifica-

"PROBABLY the central
reason for my reluctance to
approve the Council recommendation for 1972-73 relates
to whether price discounts
are in fact staff benefits'
and if so. what is the appropriate source of funds for
such benefits''" Dr Moore
said
IV also said in some cases

Welcome to Bowling Green
&

9/30/72

LE MANS

SATURDAY

6, 8:30 AND 11:00

(plus cartoons)

though the bock ef this downtown building wen't be
i by very many passers-by, someone was kind enough to
orronge for a few coats of paint.

the 1972-73 tickets showing
staff discounts had already
been printed and mailed
The cost, inconvenience and
ill will resulting from reprinting and
remailing
would be greater than any
potential financial benefits,
he said
The president said there
were also verbal understandings between new
faculty and staff members
and their departments that
price discounts would be
available

A Budget Council subcommittee on
differential
pricing policies estimated
the total cost to the University of differential pricing
practices at $100,000
Last June 1. when the
measure was passed. Dr
Karl Vogi. dean of the
College of
Business
Administration.
defended
the discount elimination
because he said discounts
gave special treatment Is
one part of the Universitythe faculty and staff

Nixon campaigners

tittle (Bid* JMusic gJhcippel to discuss '72 contest
For your
musical needs
138 N. MAIN
352-0170

FREE! MAIN AUD. - U. HALL

The Young Voters for the President will hold a meeting
tonight for all persons interested in working on the
campaign to re-elect President Nixon.
Details for the local re-election campaign will be given ai
the meeting, scheduled to begin at 8 p.m in the Pink
Dogwood Suite, Union
Speakers will include Bill Fruth. BGSU Republican
campaign chairman, and Dennis Grady. campus chairman
for Young Voters for the President
Headquarters for the Young Voters is 320 Williams Hall
Pnitll said the office will be open every day during class
hours

DORSEYS DRUGS
500 E. Woosfer

By The Tracks

Just 1/2 Block From Campus
isssssssessss^isssaassi

Let Us Fill Your Prescriptions From Home
-Your Drug Headquarters In Bowling GreenFeaturing F.I.P. Monthly Specials !
***••*••*••******•**•****••

Hours
9:00 AM To 10:00 PM
*
Mon. Thru Sat.
*
it! Sundays Noon To 6:00 PM J
*

BANKAMERICARD
HONORED

***************************

VISIT OUR PIPE
& TOBACCO SHOP
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Indiantown Gap - This Is no game'
The Army was picking up
the lab and inviting college
editors to view first hand the
advance training summer
camp for ROTC cadets For
six days, the college representatives were exposed to a
whirlwind version of what
the cadets experienced in six
weeks
The training camp is
located at Indiantown Gap
Military
Reservation
iIGMRl. 23 miles east of
Harnsburg in the lush hills
of central Pennsylvania
On the ground, as well as
from the air. IGMR's acres
looks huge to the eyes of one
unaccustomed to military
installations But in the perspective of one well-traveled
major. "It's one of the
smallest I've ever seen "
THE PURPOSE of the
camp, according to one resident instructor, is to supplement a cadet's classroom
experience with field experience
Instructors evaluate the
cadet's performance and
make recommendations to
his university instructors
about improving his ability
All cadets must successfully complete summer
camp to be commissioned
However, no matter how
the camp instructors evaluate the cadet, the final
decision as to whether he
stays in ROTC and is commissioned, lies with the uni-

versity

military

science

full speed i was no racing
spectacle But the watchful
captain said he was just
thankful it didn't turn into a
Demolition Derby
Each cadet had his turn at
commanding the bucking
vehicles But the ride hardly
qualified as a training
respite At best, a ride in an
APC is roughly comparable
to trying to remain upright
with your arms full while
standing in the aisle of a
crowded, lurching city bus
Comfort was not the
number one priority in the
design of the army cattle
trucks that rumbled down
IGMR's roads each
morning, either
The cattle trucks
assembled every morning in
front of each company's
headquarters and transported the cadets to their
assigned training stations.
As the olive-drab vehicles
strained up the hills of
IGMR. cadets on their way
to a particularly rigorous
training station fervently
urged an already faltering
truck to roll back down the
hill

ONE Or UK more popular
training stations In the
summer program deals with
track vehicle drtviaf There,
cadets got a caaece to drive
tanks sad armored per
sonnel carriers (APC'S)
around a mailty oval path
honed from a hillside
But before they actually
got behind the wheels. Ike
cadets had a brief lecture
session with a likeable.
sland-up comic captain. As
he quipped his way through
diagrams, he repeatedly reassured the more dubious
cadets that "if you can drive
a car. you can drive a tank "
When he had momentarily
exhausted his repertoire,
captain almost reluctantly
excused his charges "Get
as daring as your little Rat
Patrol constitutions will
permit you." he concluded
"All the way to 15 m.p h Id
hate to write Mama and tell
her Junior got wiped out "
In groups of five, the
cadets headed for the
APC'l"
Some were shuttled over
to the area where the tanks
were rumbling and down the
hillside, while the rest
staved behind to master the
APCa

BUT IN spite of their
pleas, the cadets invariably
found themselves at
Recondo. easily one of the
most talked about training
stations in the camp
Recondo draws its fame-or infamy-from the skills
required from the cadets
The major topic of discussion among the cadets was a
50-foot wall which volunteers were supposed to
rappell
Keeping their right hands
behind them to brake themselves on the rope, the
cadets inched their way to
the ground amid bull-horned
criticism and praise from
watching instructors.
To the right of the wall
was the slide-for-life tower
which demanded that cadets

AS THEY labored through
the heavy mud on the track,
the line of A PC's leven at
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climb an imposing looking
tower, clutch a pulley and
slide down a wire anchored
in a lake At some point over
the water, an instructor
would command. "Drop"
and the cadet would slip into
the lake
NEEDLESS to say. on hot
days the popularity of this
facet of recondo greatly
increased
Meanwhile, over at the
airfield, the helicopters
were a major attraction for
the college visitors The
streamliner cobra helicopters sat in mute contrast
to the larger unarmed helicopters that were used to
give visitors an aerial view
of the camp
On the gunnery ranges,
things were far from quiet
106 mm recoiless rifles
slammed shells into target
tanks on the hill The backblast from each shot alone
swept the area behind the
guns completely clean
On a nearby mountain
range, light anti-tank weapons pounded the hillside
with just as much fury and
noise
As the shells hit their
marks, there was a cracking
flash and thick smoke
settled over the targets
While all this was going
on. mortar arched over the
ranges and crashed into the
distant hills Kire-breathing
flame-throwers ate up the
under-brush and grenade
launchers fired away at a
mock enemy
CADETS ALSO had an
opportunity to put smaller
weapons to use. At the
isolated, platoon-on attack
training station, cadets were
given blanks for their
weapons and placed in an
actual fighting situation.
As an instructor calmly
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Riot City provides the setting for a ROTC cadet training program in riot control.
A confrontation in the streets was staged to show 'group acts of violence
prejudicial to law and order.'

It looked like a terrific
Hollywood western setweather-beaten gray
storefronts lining an
omniously quiet street
The kind of a town where
it wouldn't have been
surprising to see John
Wayne gallop in on a big
white horse, spring out of
the saddle, hook his fingers
in his belt and amble up
the street, single-handedly
striking terror in the hearts
of bad guys everywhere.
But what was really
staged at at Indiantown Gap
Military Reservation's
(IGMR) Riot City was a
more modern equivalent of
' a wild West confrontation.
From one end of town
came a platoon of cadets
posing as an Army riot
control squad I formerly
played by John Wayne
and/or the cavalry).

AT THAT training station,
instructors from the
military police fired off
information
about
specialized areas of riot
control.
First, an intensely
earnest-looking lieutenant
defined civil disturbance as
"group acts of violence
prejudicial to law and
order." A few cadets noted
his words, but most sat in

ROTC training interweaves
social, military leadership
After 18 straight days of training
in the rain, some of the cadets
weren't exactly overjoyed with
Indiantown Gap Military Reservation
"'They ought to wipe it off the
map." suggested one of the more
dissatisfied cadets "All it does is
rain here And during all that rain,
we were bivouacing between two
mountains." he added, somewhat
unbelievingly.
But for the cadets from this University, if the weather rated low on
a popularity scale, the ROTC program seemed to have their solid
support.
ACCORDING to Greg Wylie.
graduate student. "The best thing
that can be done is to have more
ROTC officers The Army would be

in worse shape if everyone came
through Officer's Candidate School
IOCS) It needs ROTC
Mike McCarty, another graduate
student, agreed "We're coming out
of the university just like anybody
else. We don't have that super,
gung-ho militaristic attitude
There's an intermingling of social
and military attitudes." he said
K. C. Parker, senior iB.A).
echoed McCarty's words "Our
background is the liberal one of the
college student, as compared to the
strictly military one of someone out
of OCS. Our attitude is-he may be
my superior, but is he always
right?" he explained.
"The big conception on campus is
that they (the Army) are preparing
us to be mad-dog killers." said

Wylie "However, ROTC teaches
you to set a plan, carry it out and
see it through It's preparing us to
think "
YOU HAVE to adapt to thinking
quickly in changing situations Here
iat the camp) you're playing for
keeps." said David Dalton. senior
(B.A.). "You get a good taste of
leadership The Army says to you.
Buddy, here you are The men are
all yours'."
Gene Marinelli. senior (Ed.)
added. "The Army gives you a
mission and then leaves it up to you.
There's no way to get around it
You're held completely and totally
responsible
John Volchko, senior (B.A.) said
the camp is challenging. "We learn

Target
practice

On the gunnery range. 16 mm recoilest rifles tlam thefts into
target tanks on a nearby hill

Riot City: cadets' stage
for enforcing law, order

And down past the
hardware store were those
rioting demonstrators (once
played by, say the Indians,
but now represented by
another one of Charlie
Company's platoons. 1
The comparison is not
really as strange as it might
seem at first.
The platoons took to the
streets of Riot City to
demonstrate the techniques
of civil disturbance control
which they had learned
earlier at i: training station.

«

Staged
riot

outlined what was to
happen, a fully-armed platoon eerily emerged from
the misty brush at the base
of the hill And while the
cadets watched, the airborne support troops swept
through the valley, routing a
mock enemy
Later the cadets would do
the same thing, with the support troops acting as the
enemy In the quiet of the
Pennsylvania woods, the
war waged on
As one platoon moved
through the trees, the
accompanying instructor
loudly admonished one cadet
for his inattention
"This is no game." he
roared "You can get you
and your buddy both killed
messing around like that
Next time maybe it'll be for
real "
A sobering thought-all the
wav around

a lot here We complain a lot. Dul
it's worth it."
BOB PEMBERTON. senior
(B.A.) said the Army is a lot like
working a job. only harder "But
it's not bad. It's not as difficult as I
thought it would be." he said.
"I knew I was going to go in the
Army, and it's a better life as an
officer than an enlisted man." was
Steve Vollmer's reason for joining
ROTC
It also pays for my education,
which is nice," added Vollmer, a
senior in business administration.
McCarty and Wylie. who both
were graduate assistants here last
year, said their experience in ROTC
has helped them to develop their
teaching techniques and to feel
more confident in a leadership position

that head-on-hand position
familiar in every lecture
hall
Then the lieutenant
outlined the six force options
in a riot situation For the
record, they range from
visible patrols in the area to
full firepower.

The demonstrators
really took their
new roles to
heart. . . The
control squad
pulled out the
riot batons.'

A sergeant took over
next to demonstrate the use
of a riot baton He said its
effect was really 75 per cent
psychological, but it looked
as if it could be pretty
effective physically, as well
ANOTHER sergeant
detailed riot control
formation and demonstrated
the arm signals that go with
commands such as "platoon
line," "platoon wedge" and
"platoon echelon left or
right."
The final speaker at the
training station was a
businesslike sergeant who
lectured
briskly on
neutralizing of special
threats - arson, bombs and
snipers.
Then the cadets were
directed to open field to
practice formations, four
positions for using a riot
baton and the left-foot-first
shuffle
step
that
accompanies the final, onguard position.
After rehearsal, the
platoons took to the street
for their command
performance .i
confrontation in the streets
of Riot City.
AS THE TWO opposing
forces moved toward each
other, cameras rolled from
the second floor window of
one of the abandoned stores
and from a tower across the
street to record the mock
disturbances
Out in the streets, the
demonstrators really took
their new roles to heart
They linked arms and
shouted in unison. "Hell no
We won't go. "
The control squad pulled
out the riot batons and
struggled to keep hard
looks on their faces as the
"demonstrators"
taunted
them with appropriate
gestures.
For a moment, some
demonstrators even seemed
to forget that it wasn't for
real, and enthusiastically
bounced a few stones off
their comrades
TO ADD realism to the

demonstration though, a
sniper was lodged in the
second floor window of a
building bearing the initials
SDS and a spray-painted
peace symbol-presumably
for a
little more
atmosphere
But the snipei was safely
apprehended by a team sent
to capture him, despite the
fact that an overly-eager
Army photographer jumped
out of the shadows and
momentarily confused the
approaching cadets with a
blinding flashbulb
Both platoons got their
chances at each role.
After each confrontation,
they came together to view
themselves in Riot City's
"See Yourself Theater,"

Fact
Line

22445

complete with programs
AMID CHEERS from the
appropriate sides, the
instructors critiqued the
video-taped record of the
whole operation
None of the performances
were exactly potential
Academy Award winners
But things were going fine
until one of the sergeants
pointed out that the riot
control squad had allowed
itself to be surrounded by
demonstrators.
As members of the
chagrined control force
squirmed in their seats, the
demonstrators whooped it
up.
Sometimes even John
Wayne makes mistakes
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7 others ask war end

3 POWs reach Peking
By TV* AiMctaled Pr MI

Orientation
briefing

A group of uppordatwnon re<erve inihuden at a bf>efing miwn en hew te
orgoniie their freshman orientation groups. One hundred eighteen leaden
participated in the program which welcomed 3,500 trethmen.

Three American service
men released by Hanoi
arrived in Peking yesterday
one step closer to their
expected arrival in New
York City tomorrow
Seven of their fellow
Americans still being held in
North Vietnamese prison
camps me; Monday with the
antiwar activists escorting
the freed men home and
called for an end to the war
In the United States, it
was unclear where the released men's first responsibilities lie-to the military or
civilian sides
The three men. Navy Lts
Markham Gartley and
Norris Charles and Air
Force Maj Edward Elias.
wore civilian clothes as they
stepped off the Chinese
plane that flew from Hanoi
to Peking with touchdowns
at Nanning and Changsha in
Hunan province

Hanoi asserts U.S. spy devices
By Peter Aroett
APSpectaH
PEKING (API American
antiwar activists, in Peking
with three prisoners of war
released by North Vietnam,
disclosed yesterday a charge
by Hanoi that I' S packages
mailed to POWs have contained spying devices rigged

OPAC meeting
The Ohio Peace Action
Committee (OPAC) will
hold an organizational
meeting Tuesday, Oct 3 at
7 30 p.m in the Pink
Dogwood Room, Union The
meeting will concern the
presidential campaign and
voter registration
New officers will also be
selected (or president,
vice president, treasurer
and secretary.

into such things as cans of
milk
The Pentagon called the
charge ridiculous
Cora Weiss, leader of the
four Americans who went to
Hanoi to receive the
released servicemen, said.
"It looks to us like an unmistakably professional job ''
The charge was first made
broadly on the American
delegation's second day in
Hanoi. Sept. 17
Huang Tung, editor of the
official Communist party
newspaper Nhan Dan. said
his government was •extremely upset by electronic
devices hidden in packages
regularly sent to prisoners "
THE
ACTIVIST
delegation-Weiss. David
Dellinger. the Rev William
Sloane Coffin and Prof.
Richard Falk-said they
asked for evidence to back

seven other POWs who were
brought forward for
interviews Monday, but I
was not advised that the
alleged materials for
espionage were to be shown.
I was elsewhere in Hanoi
when the display took place
at the Hoa Binh Hotel
Later Weiss told of the
display and I received
photographs which she said
the North Vietnamese had
described as showing
packages and contents sent
to American prisoners.
A Pentagon spokesman.
Maj Gen Daniel James,
when asked for comment in
Washington said.
"The
charges are too ridiculous to
dignify by trying to address
them in detail
"I know of no instance of
such actions taking place
and 1 think it is just another
of the propaganda web that
Hanoi is spinning to obscure

up the charge
This
evidence, they assent, was
displayed Monday shortly
before the group left for
Peking and then Moscow en
route to the United States
Their schedule calls for a
further stopover in
Copenhagen and arrival in
New York tomorrow night
The antiwar delegation said
this route was chosen to
keep the three released
pilots out of U.S. military
hands on the way home
As described by the
delegation, the nearest thing
to an "electronic device''
seemed to be material for a
radio receiver.
This correspondent did not
see the display
I HAD accompanied the
antiwar group from New
York, and had attended
various meetings with the
three released POWs and

WE HAVE NO SUITES
LEFT AT CHERRY HILL

• Patio Grills
• INDOOR POOL

DAVID Dellinger. head of
the American peace group
escorting the men home,
said he didn't know when
they would be leaving But
they are expected to depart
today for either Copenhagen
or Pans
With the men on the trip
home are Charles' wife
Olga, (hartley's mother
Minnie l.ee. and the other
antiwar activists - Cora
Weiss, the Rev William
Sloane Coffin and I'rof
Richard Kalk
Before leaving Hanoi the
peace group talked with
seven captured American
pilots who were not going
home

A Pentagon official told a^
newsman in Washington that
the Pentagon regards tot's,
freed prisoners as active ■'••}
duty military officers re-tjj
sponsible for turning them- 3
selves over to US authon I
ties at the first opportunity

The pilots were ("apt
David Hoffman of San
Diego. Calif . (apt George
Allan Rose of Kayetteville.
Ark . Lt Donald Karl Logan
of North ridge. Calif .
Cmdr Kugene Wilbur of
Columbia Crossroads. Pa..
Lt Richard Kulton of Mesa.
Ariz , Lt Oreg Hanson of
Thousand Oaks, Calif . and
Lt Peter Callahan of
Bellmore. NY
MEANWHILE. Democratic presidential nominee
George McGovern accused
the Nixon administration of
interferring with the return
of the three freed men
He said they had asked for

ltySMMl.1
Take four bore walls, add a few postern, ond the
ploce'll never look tho samo. Debbie FtoieJI
frethman | AAS). begins the redecorating process
in her dormitory room.

Tickets now available
for Carlin performance
Tickets for comedian George Carlin s
performance Sunday. Oct. 15. are now on sale
at 12 in 405. Student Services Bldg
According to Chris MeCracken. SBO
coordinator for cultural affairs, only 2.500
tickets will be on sale since seating facilities
are limited
Cultural Boost contributors will not
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Fall Schedule

Tank Sale Sept 30-0ct. 14
Fish Sale Oct 14-0ct. 28
Coral Sale 0ct.28-Nov.il

Contact Our Rental Agent at

Buy From a Winner

741 HIGH ST.

352-6248

"The Hutch Pet Shop"

His 10 12. 1-5. 7-11 Ewvydiy but Wed

Bates and Springer Inc., Managers

521 S. Prospect, 354-9603

Hello

Hours:

Welcome to Bowling Green, to help introduce
you to B.G. we'd like you to visit
the Dutch Pantry Restaurant The Dutch Pantry
features a menu to suit every taste
and a unique gift shop makes the Dutch
Pantry even more enjoyable
Refills on soup, salad and beverage
are free so come out and meet us
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To help make your study
break more fun. here are
two great coupons we're sure
you'll enjoy.

M0N THURS 5 30 10
FRI SUN 5 3011
EAST WOOSTER NEAR I 75

©CM*1
\&*

$1 OO Limit

50c

off on any
item in the

Dutch Pantry Gift Shop
— FREE —

"Where Food Makes Friends

DUTCH PANTRY
FAMILY RESTAURANTS

Falcon Sundae
with the purchase
of any $2 00 meal

or more.

y

receive a ticket discount tor mis
performance because donor cards have not
yet been printed, he said
Carlin has appeared on the Johnny Carson
and Klip Wilson shows and has been,
described as a monologist, clown, poet, actor.
and satirist He writes his own material.
His performance here will begin at 9 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom. Union

Vs.
The Competition

• Facilities include

• Central Heat and A/C

FROM THE pictures
could be discerned three
names of alleged recipients-Charles Robert Tyler of
Mesa. Ariz , Kdward Alan
Brudno of Harrison. N.J .
and William Robinson of
Robersonville, N.C.
One small cellulose sheet
was said to have asked for
verification of the deaths of
five American fliers, as
announced by the North
Vietnamese, and information about any others
known tc be dead. The same
sheet asked recipients to
provide any information
about prisoners captured
anywhere in Indochina

medical care and wanted 30
days leave
"I believe the President is
afraid these prisoners will
tell the awful truth about the
war - that it is the bombing
that keeps them in prim,"
he said

THE HUTCH

However there is room for
11 Individuals to share
Apartments
• 1 V2 Baths
• Wall to Wall Carpeting

the real facts concerning her
intransigent position in
refusing to negotiate
meaningfully for our
prisoners of war "

I

Newsmen were prevented
from speaking with the men

Truck On Down To
The Bank Off Wood County
For Your Free Funky T-Shirt
Open a checking account with a deposit of $100 or more and we'll give you
a coupon for a free Funky T-Shirt, complete with the custom printing of your
choice. Then, just drop over to the D.J. Shirt Shack, The Traditional Den,
Oxford House Clothiers or to T. O.'s Campus Comers ... pick out the T-Shirt
you like . . . and tell 'em how you want it printed. Printing available includes
novelty transfers, any combination of Greek letters, fraternity or sorority
crests, or any combination of 8 letters so you can say what you want . . . the
way you want! If you'd rather, your coupon may be applied to any purchase in
the store . . . it's worth $2.50. Open your checking account now. Offer ends
Saturday, October 21st.

Bank Of Wood County

M teryiewi 131 MstM
hm Man Office 130 S. Um • Kurrttutr Offici 445 L WMSt«*N*rtk laftHMri 214 N
Member F.D.I.C.
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'Man of La Mancha' featured

Theater slate opens Oct. 18
"MM O(

La Mancha.'' the

' long-running

Broadway

musical hit, will highlight
; the 1872-73 University
; theater season
In addition to "Man of La
1 Mancha.'' 14 other major
productions will be
; presented during the season.
: which begins Ocl 18
Hailed by critics as "a
J thoroughly triumphant
j enterprise, faithful to the
• spirit of the Spanish
j classic,''
"Man of La
; Mancha" is a musical
; version of Spanish writer
| Miguel de Cervantes' classic
J "DonQuixote.''
The suthor Cervantes is
I the central character of the
! play, set in Spain during the
I time of the Inquisition
. Among the musical
' highlights of the play, which
. will be presented May 23-26.
| is "The Impossible Dream."
"BLACK COMEDY," a
farce by Peter Shaffer, will
be presented Ocl 18-21
The plot Involves a girl
bringing her father to meet
her fiance, a penniless
sculptor who has stolen his

neighbor's furniture to
impress his future father-inlaw.
Another comedy. "Time
of Your Life" by William
Saroyan, follows from Nov
1-S.
The scene is a waterfront
saloon and the main
character is Joe. a strange
but kindly man who strives
to protect the happiness of
his young friend and errand
boy.
A documentary about the
conquest of the American
Indian. "Conquest of My
Brother." by Edward F
Emanuel. will run Nov 15-18
CLOSING the fall quarter
season will be the Pulitzer
Priie-winning drama "J.
B ."'
by Archibald
MacLeish. The play
explores the unanswered
problems of man's
relationship to God in an era
of cruel Injustices. It will be
presented as a reader's
theater production from
Nov. 29-Dec S.
Opening Jan. 24 for a flveday
run
will
be
"Entertainer" by John
SMC

DILL JEWELERS
lit SOUTH MAIN STRCCT
BOWLINO

GrtllN.

Osborne. This play deals
with an Impoverished
English music hall
entertainer and hia family.
Richard Sheridan's "The
School for Scandal" will be
presented Feb. 7-11. Written
In 1777, the period comedy
involves two brothers in
pursuit of the same girl.
Two Pulitzer Prise
winners, plus a children's
snow and an ancient comedy
will complete the season.
"A Streetcar Named
Desire," written by
Tennessee Williams, will be
presented March 7-M). The
play, which won the Pulitzer
Prize for drama in 1948, tells
the story of two sisters who
are the last members of a
declining and poor Southern
plantation family.
THE CLASSIC "Little
Red Riding Kood" will be
the children's production on
April 14-15
An ancient comedy about
a contemporary theme is
"Lysistrata," written by
Aristophanes in 411 B. C. It
will be presented at Bowling
Green April 25-28
Heroines of the comedy
are the women of Greece,
who decide to work for
peace by shunning their
husbands until the men end
the Athens-Sparta war.
Following wUl be the IMS

and University students with
IDs, 25 cents.
For "Man of La Mancha"
all prices will be 25 cents
higher
The University Theater
box office, on the first floor
of University Hall, is open
for advance ticket sales and
reservations each day from
II a.m. to 3:30 p.m..
beginning on the Monday
prior to each opening night.
It also opens at 7 pro. on
performance evenings
Telephone and mail
reservations also are
accepted. The telephone
number is 372-2719
For reservations by mail,
write to University Theater
Bowling Green State
University

PEACE WILL COME
Review
By R. Serge Deaisoff

Repair Services including:|>

Macrame'
Rug Hooking
Crewel

Watches, clocks, jewelry,
diamond setting and remounting

Tom Paxton is a veteran
of that optimistic period
when some of us believed
the world could be saved
through the gentle
persuasion of song.

free Gill Wrapping-Fast Engraving
sac

Candle Supplies
Beads
Needlepoint
Yarns

with free estimates
SERVICE IS AN
ART WITH US
when you need lop import
ed lor American I car care,
trust it to us We'll handle it
quickly, efficiently, and

c
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Pi Kappa
Alpha

420 Cough St-353-0171
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Large 12 Lb. Wash 30c
50 Lb. Dryers, 10 Min. 10<t
SPARKLING CLEAN LAUNDRY - FREE PARKING
ATTENDANT ON DUTY AT ALL TIMES
OPEN DAILY 8:30-10:30

STADIUM PLAZA
Guess the number ot Swingline
Tot staples in the Icr.
The jai is approximately square
3 x 3" X 4*t
Look lor the
clue about Tot capacity
The Tot 50 " is unconditionally guaranteed it staples, tacks
mends and costs only PH.- sun
nested retail puce .it Stalionery.
Variety and College Bookstores
with 1.000 staples and vinyl
pouch Swinqline Cub Desk and
Hand Staplers lor $1 98 each
Fill in coupon <" ii'ini potlcard N,*
ppichato roquirod
fnlnrs must ba
potimarhed l1* N.'v ,io iir? and ic
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6th St
7th St.

2 doors Irom turn's

Come in and get your FREE
bunch of posies (while they last)
...and get acquainted with
our store!

THIS WEEKS
"SPECIAL^
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BLUE JEANS
CONKLIN

20% Off

.
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"THE HOSTAGE" is
Attica as seen through the
eyes of an ill-fated guard
held by the inmates in the
prison yard-what a contrast
between Paxton's song and
the amateurish attempt at
topicality by John Lennon on
the same subject
When not wielding the
political pen, Paxton. as
"Last Thing on My Mind"
aptly shows, is one of the
most poignant writers of
love songs
In two other songs he
stresses colors
to

communicate a mood, You
Came Throwing Colors
Round My Blues' and
Retrospective "
THE REST of the cuts are
typical Paxton "slice of
life"' songs One conjures
the pathos of a has-been
baseball pitcher and the
other the loneliness of
She's gone to California "
"Peace Will Come" is the
product of a skillful
songsmith Tom still has not
solved his problem with
producers, as is painfully
demonstrated on
"You
Should Have Seen Me Throw
That Ball," with a cornball
tape of an imaginary
baseball. accompanied by
flutes
Still, these lapses are
minor in contrast to the
brilliance of "Dance in the
Shadows."
Tom Paxton brings peace,
not in politics, but of
the spirit.

£pecial^) 8 Lbs. Dry Cleaning $2.25

Data
Mta

1950's rock riff against
"When the Saints with oh
when the cash starts rolling
in/Aren't you glad you
signed up the Savior
"Peace Will Come" and
"The Hostage"' are in a
more serious vein The title
song is a chant as powerful
yet simple as All We are
Saying

r

Kappa
Sajma
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RODGERS
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Uwins and Messina concert held last night.

STADIUM PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT

SPENCER
AUTO SERVICE

ALL HOUSES WILL
BE OPEN
FROM
7:00-9:00
"See what the
FRATERNITY SYSTEM
HAS TO
OFFER"
DaKa
Uoiaon

a)?r,#

economically

1 18 W WOOSTERST.

FRATERNITY
RUSH

Esukx

sophomore ( A*S|. proves they still are as he amuses himseH

not to be repeated. Paxton
floundered from one poorly
produced LP to another
"Give the 'kid' a rock
band" or "let's try the Judy
Collins string quartet bit"
some overzealous mix
master mumbled, and by
God they did
The results were
disastrous
Only "Complete Paxton."
a "live" Elektra clean-up,
was partially worthy of
Tom's extraordinary talents
as a writer-singer.
"Peace Will Come" is
Paxton's best album since
"Morning Again." Buoyed
by a warm reception and
acceptance in England, it is
the proper mix of satire,
dissent, and tender love
ballads These are Tom's
forte
"Jesus Christ S.R.O." is
the most precise statement
of the "super-star"
phenomenon, playing a

Expert
FOREIGN CAR
Repairs

THE FRENCH KNOT

Sajma
Pta

limimbti when bubbles were so much fun? James Scott,

Ogam

"MORNING AGAIN" was

"largest selection in this area"

Ph. 354-2042

l(jd
,

Dylan, Ochs and Paxton
were the Big Three of the
political celebration of the
Newport Folk Festival of
1963
Two years later, Dylan
defected, with Ochs not far
behind. Paxton held firm,
producing in 1968 "Morning
Again." which must rank
with "Freewheeling" as the
premier album of social
protest of the 1860s

DO YOUR THING!

Orange Blossom
Diamond Rings

/^

'Peace Will Come' reviewed

OHIO

Bulova, Wyler
and Timex Watches

€£

Pulitzer Prize-winning
drama "The Subject Was
Roses" by Frank GUroy.
Scheduled for May 9-U,
the play involves a young
man who goes off to war as a
pampered boy and comes
back a man. finding that be
and his doting parents have
grown apart.
In addition to these
productions, one-act plays
written by graduate
students will be performed
Nov. 10-11. March 2-3 and
May 18-19, and a play written
as a master's degree thesis
will be presented Feb. 21-25
ADMISSION for all
productions except "Man of
La Mancha" is-adults.
fl.50; children and high
school students, SO cents:

Alpha Phi Alpha.
Prospect
Rides available behind Rogers and Kohl.
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THE POWDER PUFF
525 RIDGE
N. of McDonald W. across from UCF

9:30 - 5:30

W.dn«doy, S.pl.mb., 17, l»7J, The M Nm/h«. 11

PEOPLE WHO CARE
CAMPUS CLERGY. BGSU

Left to Right: Rev. Gene Keil, S. Kathy Sargent, Rev. Ron Griffiths, (no
longer in B.G.), Fr. Richard Wurzel, Rev. Curt Gast, Rev. Paul Tuchardt.
Sr. Theresa Milne, Fr. James Bacik, Fr. James Trautwein.

1 - ST. THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH
425 Thurstin (Across from McDonald Dorm)
Phone: 352-7555
Stall Rev Richard T Wurzel. MA. STD; Rev. James J.
Bacik. MA. M Rel Ed; St. Theresa Milne. IHM. MA; Sr
Kathy Sargent. IHM
Fuchanstic Liturgies for Sunday Observance:
Saturday 4 p.m.. 12 midnight
Sunday 9:30 & 1045 (Chapel); 1:15 in Forum of
Student Services Building
Daily liturgies
Monday. Wednesday. Friday at 12 noon
Tuesday & Thursday at 4 p m.

2 - United Christian Fellowship (U.C.F.)
313 Thurstin Street at Ridge Street
Phone: 352-7534
Stall: Or Ross Miller. Director: The Rev A Eugene Keil.
Assoc Director
Sunday Preparation Time (Coffee & Rolls) at 10:30 a.m.
Worship at 11 a m in U C F Chapel

3 - St. John's Episcopal Church
East Wooster Street across from Harshman Quadrangle
Chaplain: Father James Trautwein

Phon« 354-0914
Parish Phone: 353-0881
Services
Sundays at 8 and 10 am
Weekdays on Wednesday and Friday at 9:30 a.m.
Holy Days as announced

4 - The Lutheran Campus Ministry
University Lutheran Chapel
1124 East Wooster (across from the old fraternity "horse-shoe")
Phone:352-3422
Staff The Rev. Paul Tuchardt (home phone 352 5168)
The Rev Curt Gast (office phone: 352 0241: home: 352 0242)
Sunday Worship: 10:30 am
Sermon Talk back: 11 30am

Mid Week Vespers Wednesday Evenings at 9:30 a.m.
Thursday Afternoon Colfee Hour (rom 3 to 5 p.m. in
Faculty Lounge of Student Union

>ll/Th»10N«w,Wi*ni<By,«t»Miiittia7, 1f72

Two new buildings open
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The MW Collar* of Business Admirmltolion building it on* of two structural
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roady for faculty and iiudonit rhu foil. Tho building hot 127 offkot and 16
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doMfoomt in addHion to four locturo roomt.

The $217 million Industrial Education and Technology Building and the $2 3
million College of Business
Building will open the year
here with a new look.
Both buildings were designed to spur new teaching
methods and techniques.
The two-story, air-conditioned technology building
has been labeled by Dr. Richard Swanson, director of
the graduate division in industrial technology, as the
"best looking and most exciting building oo campus in
terms of lllggdjgj and learning."
The technology building
will include a large twostory laboratory, or shop
area, covering 13.600 square

feet of floor space. Its floor
is underscored with a gridwork of pipes and cables
that provide necessary utilities in an almost infinite
variety of locations.
THE LAB was designed
for flexibility so that its
structure would not limit a
professor
to certain
methods of teaching
The laboratory will also be
equipped with closed circuit
television
monitors and
cameras. The television
equipment, operated from
the building's centrally located instructional media
center, will enable students
to watch individualized
short lessons on basic
industrial techniques
In addition to the large
laboratory, the technology
building will include three
smaller laboratory areas.
These include a 3,000 squarefoot L-shaped area devoted
to quality control and cybernetics, a 3.250 square-foot
lab for product design and
development and a 7.000
square-foot graphic communications laboratory.
The new building is lo-

Nursing enrollment doubles
Although the University's
year-old nursing program
won't graduate any students
until 1974, the program's
second class is more than
double last year's initial
group
The program was initiated
last fall in cooperation with
the Medical College of Ohio

at Toledo in response to
Ohio's need for nurses with
a four-year college degree.
Fifty-eight
sophomores
will enter the program this
year, prompting a need to
double the nursing faculty
11 MIII three to six this fall.
Of the 58 sophomores, 21

are transfer students and
five are male students
The junior class-last
year's initial groupnumbers 21.
Future classes will
gradually increase up to
100. according to Dr Ruth
Kelly, dean of nursing at the

Medical
College and
chairman of the department
of nursing at the University.
HOWEVER, there won't
be a great rush to enroll
large classes until more
specific information about
area nursing needs in the
future is available, she said.

Dr. Kelly said the first
graduates will have ample
employment opportunities
because there is now a great
need for baccalaureateeducated nurses in this
section of the state.

Featherstitch
U.A.0. WELCOMES

ALL FRESHMEN FREE
TO THE MIXER
GRAND BALLROOM -8-12- SAT., SEPT. 29

What to do with
"Homecoming"?

IN THE PAST, the business faculty and classrooms
set aside for business
courses were scattered
around campus Now, with
everyone in the same
building, professors and students can get together more
easily "and that's good for
business," Dean Vogt said
The new business building
built on the site of the bleachers for the old football stadium, has 102 faculty offices
25 office* for graduate students and 16 classrooms, including four lecture rooms

This is our way of finding out what the students want for
Homecoming.

Below are several alternatives which could be
a part of "Homecoming" Fall Weekend." Check
the alternatives you find appealing.
— Fall weekend with no (queen or comparablelelection.
— Fall weekend with a Queen and c~» (Selection
based on activities, personality, appearance, poise &
service).

— Fall weekend with hosts & hostesses selected
(People to serve as official hosts & hostesses for
various university events & functions throughout the
year.

ACROSS
1 Flat tide of |liu.
:. Shell.
9
master.
13 Fort on Culf of
Aqaba.
IS Diih served ■•
■n appetiser.
17 Flexible.
IS Fall guv.
19 Type of thermometer: Abbr.
20 ('.onto, for
inatanre.
22 Wishes earnestly.
23 One who carries
a great burden.
25 Part of a ear.
27 Thinner.
29 Chlneie boats.
32 Kin* Arthur'father.
33 Farm animal*.
34 Cereal grain.
36 Caitor or Pollux.
37 Easy runner.
38 River of Northrant Aaia.
39 I.uki'i daughter.
40 Site of the
Madeleine.
41 Thinker of 400
B. C.
42 Ebbed.
44 Undone.
45 Ballada.
46 Vehicles.
47 German induatrial center.
50 Plant.
51 Record.
54 Engliih noveliit.
57 Fine-grained
rock.
59 Happen finally.

60
61
62
63

Hadio dial.
Denlala: Scot.
Bothersome bug.
Biblical land.

DOWN
1 Mere money.
2 Inter
3 Name of fame
in 1776.
4 Old verb ending.
5 Suna (oneaell).
6 Whenever.
7
loss: 2
words.
8 Hint.
9 Oriental temple.
10 "Unto us — la
given:" 2 worda.
11 Social gathering.
12 Small fry.
14 Troublemaker:
Dial.
16 Son of Tantalus.
21
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
35
37
38
40
41
43

Bern's river.
Range.
Rapid rodents.
Hebrew measure.
Lilac, for
Instance.
Fur.
Possessing flavor.
Phrase from
W. W. I.
Cook.
Customa.
Walked.
Bountiful.
Descended.
Goober.
Least unadulterated.
Does housework.

44 Type ol dance
music.
46 Proofreader's
mark.
47 Man's first home.
48 Fiji port.
49 Character In
"Peter Pan."
50
precedent:
2 worda.
52 Bread spread.
53 Microbe.
55 Persian
56 Relative of Sean.
58 Color.

THE WIZARD OF ID

by Brant porker and Johnny hart

.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Coming Neat Week'
LASALLES Annual "Back
to Campus" College Nighl
Watch for Details
Women's gymnastics practice, suru Wed 44pm. at
.
Women's south gym Everyday 44pm except Fri. 3-5pm
Needed: meal ticket coupon
books Will pay SJ0 Call 353
All P R S S A members Stop al J-School and sign up with
1705
your new campus address.
_^__^__^^^^^^^
Freshmen - Tickle your
^^^__^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^___ Fancy with Feathstitch ■

LOST
Irish Setter puppy 3 mos.
REWARD 3527478

Coed lo clean weekly. Need
own transportation
Call
evenings 457 2696
Kelp wanted Big Barney
Car Wash 1000 S. Main
between 8-4 30pm
Waitress and delivery men
needed Apply In person
Pagllia s Pins 1004 S Main

KELP WANTED
PERSONALS

Return to
1. Your Residence Hall main desk
2. Sorority or Fraternity housemother

3. The Commuter Center
4. The Student Activities Office
405 Student Services Bldg.

No later than Friday, Noon, Oct. 29

Rummage sale Sat Sepl 30.
1972 - 9-5pm corner Summit
4 Napoleon Sponsored by
B.G. Jayceesft Jaycettes

Young Voters (or the President. Pink Dogwood Suite.
Union. 8pm Organizational meeting

Ride needed-Cleve. ev.
weekend share exp. 352-0254
Lyn

Help make this a golden Homecoming

rWS LE4PEP j

mm

ManvilleAplK
SELL Ampex 860 recorder
excellent 364-6975

September 27,1971

RIDES

hu hide itte.T. lor the selection process

r-

I

~*®fc~ CLaSSIFIED ~*®**~

— Other Suggestions.

— Fall weekend with students honored for outstanding service to the University.

In these games, students
are placed in various business situations and asked to
formulate a response
With a one-way mirror
system, others can observe
those students who are quick
at problem-solving and react
best in a business atmosphere,'' Dean Vogt said
The new building is east of
physical education building.

?* 1*1.~ I I........ f niw.

We the Homecoming Committee need your help (opinion)
in deciding what is best for BGSU in 1972.
This is the 50th Anniversary and past Homecoming
Queens will be a part of the celebration.

that can accomodate M
students each
Dean Vogt said faculty
and students will also have
access to a computer room,
complete with terminals
and a highspeed reader and
printer.
"More and more instruction will be baaed upon nee
of a computer, so all the
classroom* are equipped
with terminal*," be said
Two behavioral science
labs, with one-way mirrors,
are also part of the new building's features These labs
will be used to observe student reactions to various situations, including the business games that have become a part of business education here

DAILV CROSSWORD PUZZLE
<••!>!

"Tickle Your Fancy with"

cated northwest of the
cemetery.
Although the technology
building is the newest addition to the campus, the business department will also be
operating from new headquarters this fall.
Dr. Karl Vogt. dean of the
College of Business Administration, said the new
business building, which
opened summer session, will
permit both business faculty
and students to work from
one centrally located facility.

Barmaids waitree. dancers
ATTRACTIVE GIRLS
It you are 18 or older, work
in Toledo's newest ft most
exciting nite club Excellent
salary It working conditions.
Full or part time available.
No exp necessary Call 24*8*72 after Ham lor app

SERVICES OFFERED
Light moving & hauling very reasonable rstes ■ call
Del 362-07*6
PERSONALS

Black I white kitten free
very affectionate call 352

tan
COMING NEXT WEEK'
LaSales annual "Back to
Campus" College night
Watch lor details
People needed to work as
volunteers, thru the UCF
Community
Services
Programs
Tutoring,
recreation,
mechanic,
special ed. opportunities
Meeting Oct 3. 7.30pm at
UCF tcorner of Thurslin ft
Ridge 1

MUST SELL-Canon FTbQL-tl
450 mm lens
Guarantee still good call
832-2360
10 speed bike for sale 4 mos.
old ISO call Dan 372-4043
Coming Next Week1
LASALES annual "Back lo
Campus" College Night
Watch for details
Sport Fury - 3*3-4 on floor
New Exh, battery, alt
Single owner, best offer 124
University l.n 3536304
1963 MGB no rust 8*00
Coldwater Rd . McClure ph
673
19(8 Triumph TR6 make
offer 392-6182
65 Chevy SS clean with many
options new tires 352-0*61

FOR SALE OR RENT

One St Bernard and one
male grad student need a
place to live!' Please help
us if you can Call Ron 3529244

Norcold Mini 'Refrigerator I
yr old best offer Greg 317

1 need a roommate tmalei
Deluxe apartment 135 W.

Reed S60 month including
utilities
Partially furnished apt Own
room S60 month 641 Third
St Apt No 9
Wanted: 1 or 2 male
roommates Palmer Apl.
Call 372-1461
I M. needed to share 3 room
basement apl S47 50 mo
322 E Merry St
1 or 2 students needed to
share 2 bedrm apes for 4
students near campus Ph
362-7365
Mobile home for rent 1171(6x12. 3 bdrm. 2 baths, turn,
with range ft refrig.
Excellent for small family
or 2-4 students In BG Call
Bloomdale 454-2604 after 4
2 bedroom apt Stadium
View. Cantact John
Eldridge 209 Thurstin Manor
or ph 362-50*8
VICTOR APARTMENTS
If you thought we were
rotten last year, rent from
us again' Rats are taking us
over, and the offer still
stands to study bubonic
plague free
Call Rick
Graham ph 352-5903

WadcMtdoy. S.pi.mb*. 27, 197J, Th. BG r4«w./Pa«. 13

BG booters go against strong Denison in opener
By Jack O'Brcu, Auiitut Spam Editor
As most Bowling Green students complete their first day
ol 1972 fall quarter classes, the Falcon soccer squad will be
beginning its season against Denison College at 3:30 p.m
between the Ice A rena and Stadium
Denison. a very strong team according to Falcon head
coach Mickey Cochrane. has posted 4-0 and 2-1 victories
over Oberlin and Kenyon already this year
Cochrane said the Falcons will have to keep Denison s
Geoff Merrill out of the scoring column to win Merrill.

kenny's korner

Demson's leading scorer last season, has three goals and
two assists in his team's first two matches

COCHRANE SAID this year's scoring punch will have lo
develop on its own
Defensively the Falcons will count on underclassmen
"We have to develop a good defense with young
players." said Cochrane it will be a big item in our
success if they (the defense) come along."
Last year, BC lost to Denison. 5-4, in overtime

DENISON HAS A MUCH more experienced team than BG
with 18 returning players compared to the Falcons' 11
returning lettermen
A team that lacked scoring punch last season, the Falcons
have been practicing twice a day for the past week and a
half

THE FALCONS' OFFENSIVE starting line-up for today's
encounter will be Chris Bartels, senior co-captain, at left

Last season, the Falcons scored 27 goals in 10 games
However. BG got 16 of those goals in its two wins over
Miami. 7-0 and Ball State. 9-0 The Falcons scored II goals in
their other eight games and were shutout four times
IHIII

I

■ 11.1 n

1
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Student tickets now on sale

KI < I

Student athletic tickets
are now on sale in the
Memorial
Kail Ticket
Office, open weekdays from
9am until noon, and from I
p in to5p m
Season football tickets,
hockey IDs and basketball
ID's
are
available
Permanent University ID

Defense should take a bow
By Keuy White. Anistui Sports Editor
After putting the final touches on the carcasses of the
Boilermakers and Redskins, one unit of the Falcons team
should stand up and take a well deserved bow
The members of the defensive unit, who had the task of
stopping the supposedly more potent Purdue team, were the
shining stars that helped Bowling Green to one of its finest
moments in athletics
WHEN THE PURDUE GAME was first announced last
spring, many fans immediately wondered about the
defensive ability of the Falcons
A lot of these fans could not forget three of the four losses
the Falcons suffered last season to a young Marshall team,
a winless Xavier squad and a hurling and inconsistent
Dayton unit
.
Last year, oddly enough the Falcons experiences one of
their better years playing defense But. they ended up losing
three out of their last four contests because they were
hurting at some very important positions
Problems for the defensive unit started early last year
when middle guard Earl Hargrove contracted infectious
[,hepatitis and was lost for the remainder of the year
BG WAS very questionable up front since it had lost All
MAC defensive end Phil Villapiano. older brother of
linebacker John Villapiano All that coach Don Nehlen had
to work with was two experienced lineman in tackle Larran
Meador and defensive end Bill Montrie.
During the year which saw the Falcons get back on the
road to winning, the team finished second in the conference
with a 4-1 slate The only lapse the defense had during
conference competition was against the veteran Toledo ball
club
Mental mistakes were the eventual downfall of a very
young team that was trying to show the nation that it should
not be taken lightly
WITH THE start of summer practice, the coaches made it
their aim to bolster a defensive unit that had lost four
dependable starters. Returning for the Falcons were some
seasoned veterans and other players who needed the
coaches' undivided attention
The first move at the summer camp in preparation for the
opener against Purdue was to move Earl Hargrove to the
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middle, find a good linebacker to assist the already deadly
tackling of John Villapiano and to build up the depth of the
secondary, which was the biggest question mark.
One of the most interesting changes of the summer was
moving Rick Newman from his familar wide receiver
position to a cornerback It was a good gamble because
Newman has the weight, siie. speed and aggression to
become a good defender
DAVE TURNER, WHO saw action as a defensive end for
the freshmen was converted into a monsterback because of
his great tackling ability.
Adding some more light to the backfield. are Gary
Seemann, Myron Wilson and Jesse Greathouse These three
alone have made coach Gary Tranquil I's task a little easier.
Seemann at safety is the general of the backfield corps
and has been one of the steadiest players Wilson, who won a
starting berth at the cornerback position, has discovered the
inner evil that could make him one of the best at his
position.
And as for Greathouse, being physical is his game and
knocking people out is his claim to fame
The other addition to the 72 chapter of "Murderers Row''
is Joe Russell a capable sophomore linebacker who is still
holding off the charge of a growling Brian Cross
A bevy of stars put everything together against Purdue
and Miami to give two of the finest defensive team efforts
BG fans have witnessed for sometime
Many of the persons in the press boxes couldn't
understand some of the things BG did on defense at West
Lafayette and Oxford But. when you have progressed the
way this team has, then gambling and winning is just part of
the game.

Welcome To
B.G.S.U. Freshmen
Welcome Back
Everyone!
Stop in and visit our place

Shown at 7:50
It's What They Did Off Duty Thai s Really Dramatic!

"Night Call Nurses"
at 9:40

"Private Duty Nurses"
Program Rated R

PM

Mid Night show Fn & Sat "Student Nurses"

and
get acquainted.
Excellent Hamburgers, French

Make LEITMANS Your
Back-To-School Clothing
Headquarters For...

•LEVI STA-PREST
SLACKS & JEANS
— No Ironinj Needed —

•SPORT COATS

POLAK IS THIRD in rushing with 180 yards and an
average of 4 7 yards per carry Paul Miles is seventh with 84
yards for a 2.6 yards per carry average
Ed McCoy leads the conference in punting with a 39 5
average on 14 boots. Freshman Don Taylor leads the kick
scorers with an average of 4 5 points per game on three-offour extra points and two-of-two field goals.
Lamport stands sixth in passing with a 3'"' completion
percentage for 109 yards and one touchdown

supply being exhausted
Student
tickets lor
Saturday's loothall game at

Interested in trying out lur men's intercollegiate sports
teams'" Here is a schedule ol meetings
CROSS-COUNTRY TRACK Meet on east side of stadium
Thursday at 4 p m with coach Mel Brodt
HOCKEY -Meet at Ice Arena lounge today at 4 p.m. with
coach Jack Vivian
TENNLS-Meet in 202 Memorial Hall Friday at 4pm with
coach Bob Gill.
RUGBY-Meet in MB University Hall at 7 p m Thursday
Past members arc urged to attend also

H17T1
DISCOUNT

it

N.W. OHIO'S
GREATEST STORE
SAYS

"WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS"
ACCOUNT TODAY

STUDENT CHARGE
STOP IN AT OUR
CREDIT OFFICE
139 S. MAIN

CORNER OF RIDGE AND THURST0N

BOWLING GREEN

( ACROSS FROM SORORITY ROWl

•SWEATERS E^**""
Forum

1000 South Main St

• SLACKS Restoo Atker
•JACKETS Woolrich
DOUBLE-KNIT
SLACKS AND SPORT COATS

Leitman's Men's Wear
lflN. Mala SI.
Ph. 3M-7SII
FREE PARKING IN REAR - USE BACK ENTRANCE

BARNE HINDS
Wetting Solution

SIADIUMP1A/A

SIUHI ONIT

16I6E WO0STERST.
PHONE 352 7241

1

SCOPE MOUTHWASH
& GARGLE
Mot,
Rag. $2.05
Every Day Low Price $1.58

CLEARASIL TINTED
SKIN CREAM

STUDENT DESK
40" Wide
18"Deep
27" High
Reg \22 99

\2oz
ReR $1 39
*
Every Day Low Price $ 94

NOW 790 NOW $17.99
GRAY'S VITAMIN
c 500 mg.
Bottle of 100
Reg $149

GILETTE DRY LOOK
Hair Control Spray
A

°!
ReR$100
Every Day low Price 77c

NOW 990

NOW 690

K0DAC0L0R 126
12 Exposure

TAMPAX
Sanitary Napkins

Reg $1 40
Fvery Day Low Price 99«

Reg or Super 40s
Fvery Day Low Price $1 44

NOW 870 NOW $1.19
REVLON
HAIR SPRAY

STEEL
Filing Chest

13o?
Reg. 994

2 Drawer Design
Sturdy Modern Style
ReR $1999

NOW 490 NOW $17.99
Specials thru Sunday - Rights to limit Quantities

Big Barney Car Wash

PERMA PRESS
•SHIRTS Arro»&Shapely

DRUG STORES

SI'IIIA S AVAILABIt A!

LASALLE*S NOW $1.19 NOW $1.19

line
of
Dairy
Products,
Bakery goods, and Beverages.

THE DAIRY BAR

Western Michigan, priced at
$3. are now on sale in
Memorial Pali

Like to try-out?

?o/
Reg $186
f very Day I ow Price $1.47

OPEN A LASALLE'S

"23 years ol service to the students

LEVI STA-PREST CENTER"

Bowling Green's gridders have several players near the
top of the Mid-American Conference statistical report
released this week.
The Falcons. 2-0 overall and 1-0 in the MAC, have big
fullback Phil Polak in the No 7 spot in total offense with an
average of 90 yards per game and 4.7 yards per play Heid
Lamport is in 12th position with 48 yards per game and 2 a
yards per play

Fries,
Hot
Dogs,
Soup,
Milk
Shakes
and
Soft
Drinks. Also, a complete

LEITMANS
BACK TO SCHOOL

cards are required to
purchase these items, and
temporary ID's will not be
honored.
All University students
are entitled to purchase one
season football ticket, one
hockey ID and one
basketball ID. and students
need not worry about the

Falcons among MAC
statistical leaders

B0. opens at 6 45
NOW SHOWING
THRU SUNDAY
Closed MM. & T»e.

wing, sophomore Rick Cotton at the inside left forward
position, senior Warren Heede, BG's leading scorer last
season, at the right inside forward spot and either
sophomore Tim Davis or Norm Dykes
Fullbacks include three out of the following four:
sophomore Bud Lewis, junior Paul Wayne, freshman Rick
Jacobs and senior Jim Botticelli.
Other BG starters will be junior Dave Dyminski at center
halfback, senior Eric Seldin at left half and freshman Steve
Cabalka at right half

GASOLINE

Your Car Is GENTLY BRUSHED
RINSED And DRIED
WITH THE PURCHASE OF
15 GAL. OF GAS
WASH FREE

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
10 GAL. OF GAS
WASH 50C

$1.00

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
5 GAL. OF GAS
WASH 75C

WHITE WALLS CLEANED
Mon. Thru Thurs...8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Friday and Sat...8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday...8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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B/g cfo/ for John Villapiano
By He■■>- Wlilte. Aiiiilaal Saerti Editor
The fatigue was plastered all over the (ace o! Iinebarker
John Villapiano as he prepared to go through another
practice session
After playing one of his best ballgames against the Miami
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Redskins Saturday, the former Oakhurst, N J star could
hardly force his tired bones to saddle his protective pads
Villapiano was nothing less than a tiger on the Miami field
as he was credited with 22 tackles for his afternoon labor
Many of the Miami coaches must have thought the Falcon's
junior headbuster was part of the Miami stadium turf
LINEBACKER COACH Dale Strahm had a smile that
completely engulfed his face after grading Villapiano s
play Villapiano was also credited with one tipped pass and
had an efficiency rating of 83 per cent He was awarded the
Mr Tackle award for the week for his outstanding
performance against the Redskins
What has been the contributing factor in the resurgence ol
the BG linebackers'* "Being able to meet the challenge and
taking pride in ourselves,'' was the way coach Strahm
evaluated the magnificent play of his head-hunters.
"After the game. I should be able to carry mv linebackers
away in a waste paper basket. ' Strahm said. "He la
linebacker} should give every fiber of his body and drain all
of his energy during the game." he said

By Fred R Ortllp. Sporti Editor
After early returns it appears Howling Green s best foolball team on paper just could turn out to be its best on the
field
The Falcons, indeed looked awesome in the preseason
considering their experience, talent and depth The only
thing the experts held against this unusually young club was
the schedule it faced The opening four road games of the
season-supposedly the biggest crux seemed menial when
you considered the opposition
Big 10 fat cat Purdue is one of the last teams with whom I
would want to open the season, especially if I had to worry
about beating Miami the following week in what was
supposed to be the Mid-American Conference title game
STILL TO COME IS Western Michigan at Kalamazoo and
old "friend" Toledo in the Glass City But. first, let's take
time to savor these two opening victories
Because of BG's four opening road games. Miami was
given the nod by the M»C coaches and sportswrilers to win
the conference crown and a Tangerine Bowl ticket Bowling
Green had the horses, they said, but Miami had the sche
dule
They were only partially right Bowling Green may not
have the schedule but it has the horses to make up for it
In only one short season there are definite signs of
maturity in this club. Just to beat Purdue and Miami in their
own yards is enough to call the season a success But this
team did it with 17 underclassmen among the 22 starters
BREAKING IT DOWN TO the play-by-play, you can see
the difference over last year Bowling Green is coming up
with the big play
The Miami-BG game was reminiscent of the Toledo-BG
match of last October, which was also called the game for
the MAC title In that one the Falcons played an inspired
game, giving quarterback Chuck Ealey the business all
afternoon-business like he hadn't seen in a long time. And
the offense moved the ball all over the field
But Toledo was the better team that day because it came
up with the big play, made its own breaks and committed

THE SECOND-YEAR coach also said that since the
linebacker is like a traffic cop, he has to exert himself to
pressures to which the other 10 players on the defensive
unit are not subjected
The linebacker has to seek out the plays, know the down
situation, be able to cover backs and be more than adequate
on pass coverage In fact, he is by far the most important
cog in the defensive unit

anything Toledo beat Howling Green last year for what was
supposed to be the MAC title But the Rockets won the
remainder of their league tilts too.
Hopefully, the Miami game is an indication of things to
come To be sure, the players aren't the only ones looking
forward to spending a few winter days in Orlando. Fla

year." he said
John has the confidence in himself to make him a vicious
ball player
I'm better at finding the ball. I know the plays
and I have the sense of knowing where the ball is. ' he said

John VWopiono (41) and teammate Gary
Zefonis wait in open orms for Miami's star

If Villapiano utilizes all of the game's fundamentals to the
fullest this year and continues to tackle opponents at his
present rate, by the end of the year he could be one of the
premier linebackers of the conference

tailback Bob Hitchons in last Saturdays 16-7
win. I ho Faicon dotento hold Hitchons to M
yds on If courses.

COLUMBUS-Veteran Bowling Green linebacker John
Villapiano and Greg Kokal, a freshman quarterback at Kent
State, are the Mid-American Conference football players of
the week
Villapiano, a junior and brother of Oakland Raiders line
backer Phil Villapiano. made 22 tackles. II of them solo, in
Howling Green's 16-7 triumph at Miami
KOKAL, 17, OF Kuclid. O , was accorded the offensive
honors for passing for 190 yards and two touchdowns in Kent
State's surprisingly easy 37-14 thumping of Ohio University
Saturday
Other players considered by a panel of newsmen were
Paul Miles of Bowling Green. John Viher of Miami. Joe
Schwartz of Toledo and Ted Forrest of Western Michigan on
offense. Jack Lambert of Kent State, Denny Costello of
Miami, Mel Winnfield of Toledo and Dom Riggio of Western
Michigan were the defensive nominee*.

C*nnnp/J
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*" unidentified Miami defender is pulling Paul Miles' log d uring a Bowling
Green drive last Saturday. John Ciorwinski (75) offers some inltorforonce.

Falcon notes. . .

BG defense: 'Orange Crush'
Staff Special
Rumor has it that after
two brilliant performances,
the
moniker
circulating
around camp for the F'alcon
defensive unit is 'Orange
("rush " Although the offensive brigade has not been
clicking as well as it could,
the nickname pinned on
them is the "Clockwork
Orange "

of drive.
LATER IN THE THIRD quarter the Falcons recovered a
Redskin fumble on the Miami 24. but this time failed to take
advantage of the break It was about the only time they

fate
These were plays that by and large were not made last
year, especially in the Big Game "
But let's not forget that last Saturday's battle was not Armageddon Being 1-0 in the conference does not guarantee

VILLAPIANO CITED 10 other members on the defensive
unit who are doing a superb job so early in the season
Because of the experience we got last year, confidence
was the most important ingredient that we needed this

From Wire Reports

THIS TIME IT WAS Bowling Green which played solid
football, making its own breaks and committing few errors
The pressure, perhaps, got to Miami, much like it got to
Bowling Green in that Toledo tilt
Let's look at a few examples
On BG's first touchdown drive against the Hedskins in the
second quarter, there were two crucial plays With third and
live on the BG 49. Held Lamport passed to Roger Wallace
for 29 yards F'lve downs later. Phil Polak scored on a fourth
and goal at the one
Miami followed that drive by going 77 yards to the BG
three But with a fourth down and goal, the HG delense
slammed quarterback Steve Williams for a loss of one FCnd

MIAMI WAS ITCHING TO take over again only seconds
later when BG faced a third and 15 from its own 35 It was
beginning to look more and more like a 14-10 BG loss by the
way the momentum had gone Miami's way
But Joe Babies played it cool and hit Tony Hell with just
enough yardage for a first down that all but sealed Miami s

battle," he added

Villapiano, Kokal
players of week

lew errors
There was that parallel last Saturday at Oxford where a
near-full house and an ABC-TV regional audience looked on
While the game did not have the emotional pitch of the
Toledo-BG debacle of last year, there was plenty of pres
sure, to be sure
%

didn't
In the fourth quarter with the score still 7-0. BG. the
F'alcons recovered another Redskin mull on the Miami 36
Two plays later the Skins senselessly piled on. costing them
IS yards Then after the drive stalled. Don Taylor kicked the
27 yard field goal to make it 10-0
Late in the fourth period with the score 10-7 and Miami
driving for a go-ahead Tl). the F'alcons again came up with
the big play With fourth and four on the BG 36. Bobby
H lichens bobbled the pitchout and r-:arl Hargrove recovered
for the Falcons

Many sportswrilers have questioned Villapiano's ability
because of physical characteristics But according to
Strahm, Villapiano is making believers out of a lot of his
critics
In an age when football players usually resemble the
monster that ate Rio de Janeiro. Villapiano doesn't exactly
make opposing players shudder when they see his 511". 185pound frame walk on the field But the fury he packs into his
tackles is something to behold
"I feel more confident this year and I'm not as hesitant in
some situations, like I was last year,'' Villapiano said He
also said the defense as a whole is a solid, bonafide. veteran
unit capable of rising to any occasion
"This year we make the different teams work for
anything they get. and you can believe that after tangling
with us. they know that they have been in one heck of a

Quarterback Raid Lamport isn't bothered by
6 0

330-pound

defensive

tackle

John

Soccomen in getting off a pass in the first half

Intramural notes
FOntry blanks for intramural football, soccer and tennis
are now available from fraternity and residence hall
athletic chairmen Students living off-campus may pick up
forms at the IM Office in 201 Memorial Hall F:ntry blanks
are due Oct 3 Play begins Oct 9
A mandatory meeting of all fraternity athletic chairmen
will be held Thursday. Oct 28 at 4 p.m. in 202 Memorial
Hall F'raternities not represented will be scratched from
the fraternity IM program

YOUNG VOTERS FOR THE PRESIDENT MEETING
TONIGHT
8:00
PINK DOGWOOD SUITE
COME SUPPORT
THE
PRESIDENT

Tom Fisher, the Falcon
junior defensive end. was
named the Mid-American
Conference Player of the
Week after his outstanding
performance in the 17 14
upset of the Purdue Boilermakers
Fisher came off the bench
to make 11 tackles and
recover one fumble
He
forced three bobbles in
anchoring a tough defense
that caused the Boilermaker
offense to make numerous
mistakes all afternoon

The foot of Ed McCoy was
just
what
the
doctor
ordered The third string
quarterback's punting has
bolstered
what
was
previously a very anemic
part of the Bowling Green
specialty units McCoy had a
40-yard
average
against
Purdue and his longest punt
was a beautiful 62-yard
spiral Against Miami last
weekend, McCoy finished
the afternoon with a 38-yard
average

Jesse Greathouse made
two bone-crushing tackles
on the kick off against
Miami. The junior monsterback also had a good afternoon in the encounter with
the Boilermakers as he
clothes-lined
Otis
Armstrong on the opening boot.

•••

Tony Bell, handling the
kick-off
chores
for
the
F'alcons.
has
done
a
commendable
job
Tony
made an important catch

against the Redskins last
weekend to help put the
game away for BG
Wingback Billy Pillnun
was knocked woosy after a
Miami player piled onto the
already
downed
runner
Dave Turner also had to
leave the game after he was
speared in the back by one of
his teammates while trying
to
stop
Miami s
hard
running
tailback
Bob
Hitchens

•••

The regional ABC-TV audience
that
viewed
the
Kro.iM.il Klash' last week
end. got a chance to see the
new uniforms the Falcons
are sporting
this
year
Dappered down
in
new
Orange pants and white
jerseys, the team is moving
right
along
with
the
changing trends of college
football
Several players are trying
out the new white football
spikes

For tlic second week in a
row.
defensive
halfback
Myron Wilson is the winner
of the team s Mr Interception award
John
Villapiano.
who
shared
the
Mr
Tackle
award with Fisher after
Purdue, is the winner hands
down this week Villapiano
made
22
tackles
and
received a grade of 83
percent efficiency for his
performance against
the
Redskins
He was also
named the MAC'S defensive
player of the week iSee
related stories elsewhere on
this page I -WHITE

WANT YOUR
WAGON PAINTED?
your Volkswagen that is . .

in colors and patterns that are bound to make
you and your "bug" the talk of the
campus ... or to say the least make
your car easy to find in the parking lot.
Get in on the fun. If you're
the owner/driver of a
Volkswagen "bug." complele
and mail the coupon below.
f you're one of a select group
chosen, Marathon will paint
your "bug," and get this . , .
The lucky "bug" |OCkeys will
also get $200.00 worth of
Marathon gasoline
Get with it . . . you'll be
right with Marathon)

MARATHON OIL COMPANY
Room 3626
539 South jin Street
I em a student at the University and drive a Volkiwegen
"bug." Tall ma more about your "Mara Bug" program.

STATE.
D Freshman D Sophomore Q Junior D Senior
YEAR OF VOLKSWAGEN

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Fullback J amie Henneberry is still on the disabled
list after suffering a torn
hamstring
muscle
Rick
Newman, who had to be
taken to the hospital for
cramps after the Purdue
game, will be out of action a
few days after injuring a
groin muscle against Miami
Co-captain Billy Montne is a
doubtful
starter
against
Western Michigan

